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Preface

Introduction

What this manual is about
 The Oracle Express SNAPI Guide describes how to use the Structured 
N-Dimensional Application Programming Interface, known as SNAPI, to create 
Microsoft Windows applications that interact with Oracle® Express Server 
(hereinafter referred to as “Express Server”) or Personal Express. Your client 
application can retrieve data and execute commands in these Express products. 

In this manual, the term “Express” refers to the stored procedure language 
supported by Express Server and Personal Express. In addition, it refers to a 
running instance of Express Server or Personal Express.

Intended audience
This guide is directed toward programmers who are developing applications in a 
Windows programming environment. The guide assumes familiarity with that 
environment. 

In addition, readers must be familiar with programming in the Express language. 
For more information, see other Express documentation described in this preface.

Before you begin
Before you begin to use SNAPI, see the installation instructions in Chapter 3. 
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Structure of this document
The Oracle Express SNAPI Guide is structured as follows:

■ Chapter 1 describes the API in general terms. 

■ Chapter 2 describes system configuration issues. 

■ Chapter 3 explains the installation procedure and security configurations. 

■ Chapter 4 explains how to use the API in application programs.

■ Chapter 5 explains how SNAPI fetches data from Express.

■ Chapter 6 is the SNAPI reference for functions used to manage connections.

■ Chapter 7 is the SNAPI reference for functions used to execute Express 
language commands.

■ Chapter 8 is the SNAPI reference for functions used to interpret fetched data.

■ Chapter 9 is the reference for SNAPI data types.

■ Appendix A describes the system administration of Express Server 5 as a 
SNAPI server on Unix platforms.

Related Documentation

Printed manuals
This manual is part of a documentation set that also includes the following 
manuals:

■ Express Installation and Configuration Guide — Explains how to install, configure, 
and manage Oracle Express Server or Personal Express.

■ Oracle Express Database Administration Guide — Describes the Express data 
model and explains how to create and maintain Express databases. The guide 
also explains how to configure Express databases for use with Express Client 
products and other client applications.

■ Oracle Express Language Programming Guide — Explains the programming 
environment for Express, the Express data model, the Express language, and 
how to write Express programs. The guide also illustrates programming 
strategies for accessing and working with data.
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■ Oracle Express Web Products Installation Guide — Explains how to install and 
configure the server-side components of Oracle Express Web Agent and Oracle 
Express Web Publisher.

■ Oracle Express Web Agent User’s Guide — Explains how to create an Express 
application that generates and manipulates dynamic views of Express data for 
display by Web browsers.

■ Oracle Express Web Agent Guide to Add-In Views— Explains how a programmer 
can design and implement add-in views, which are custom view types that are 
not delivered with Oracle Express Web Agent.

■ Oracle Express Server Using Multi-Byte Characters — Explains how to use Oracle 
Express Server and Personal Express with various multi-byte character sets. 

■ Oracle Express Relational Access Manager User’s Guide — Explains how to use 
Oracle Express Relational Access Manager to enable Express applications to 
access and display data from a relational database. The guide also explains 
fundamental concepts pertaining to data warehouse design and optimization.

Windows Help systems
In addition to the manuals, the following Help systems are available with Express:

■ Express Service Manager Help — Provides online Help for starting, stopping, 
and managing Oracle Express Server services.

■ Express Configuration Manager Help — Provides online Help for selecting 
Express modules and configuring runtime settings. Personal Express and 
Oracle Express Server have individual, product-specific Help systems.

■ Express Session Manager Help — Provides online Help for managing 
individual Express sessions. Personal Express and Oracle Express Server have 
individual, product-specific Help systems.

■ Personal Express Help — Provides online Help for starting, stopping, and 
managing Personal Express.

■ Express Language Help — Provides online Help for the commands, functions, 
options, and programs that make up the Express language.

■ Oracle Express Administrator Help — Provides online Help for creating 
Express databases and configuring Express databases for use with Express 
Client products and other client applications.
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■ Express Web Agent Help — Provides online Help for Express Web Agent 
programs, objects, and properties, which are used to generate and manipulate 
dynamic views of Express data for display by Web browsers.

■ Oracle Express Relational Access Administrator Help — Provides online Help 
for defining an Express data model, building a supporting data warehouse 
schema, mapping the data model to the schema, and maintaining a 
corresponding Express database.

■ Relational Access Manager – Query Statistics Help — Provides online Help for 
reporting statistics about runtime query activity in the data warehouse as a 
means of evaluating the performance of an Oracle Express Relational Access 
Manager system.

Conventions

Text conventions
You will find the following text conventions in this document.

Convention Usage

Boldface text Indicates menu items, command buttons, options, field names, 
and hyperlinks.

Bold text is also used for notes and other secondary information 
in tables (for example, Result).

Fixed-width text Indicates folder names, file names, operating system 
commands, and URLs. Also indicates examples and anything 
that you must type exactly as it appears.

For example: If you are asked to type show eversion, you 
would type all the characters exactly as shown in the 
fixed-width font.

Italic text Indicates variables, including variable text. Variable text is used 
when dialog boxes or their components are unlabeled or have 
labels that change dynamically based on their current context. 
The wording of variable text does not exactly match what you 
see on your screen.

Italic type is also used for emphasis, for new terms, and for 
titles of documents.
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Mouse usage
Always use the left mouse button unless you are specifically instructed to use the 
right mouse button.

The term “left mouse button” refers to the dominant button. If you have 
reconfigured your mouse to reverse the functions of the left and right buttons, then 
you will need to use the reverse button when you follow the procedures in this 
manual.

Formats for key combinations and sequences
Key combinations and key sequences appear in the following formats.

Underlined text Indicates a default value in descriptions of Express language 
syntax.

UPPERCASE text Indicates Express commands and objects and acronyms.

IF you see the format . . . THEN . . .

Key1+Key2, press and hold down the first key while you press the 
second key. 

For example: “Press Alt+Tab” means to press and hold 
down the Alt key while you press the Tab key.

Key1, Key2, press and release the keys one after the other. 

For example: “Press Alt, F, O” means to press and release the 
Alt key, press and release the F key, then press and release 
the O key.

Convention Usage
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1
Introduction to SNAPI

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
The Oracle Express SNAPI Guide describes the C language interface provided with 
Oracle® Express Server (hereinafter referred to as “Express Server”) and Personal 
Express.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ What Is SNAPI?

■ Typical Activities Performed Through SNAPI

■ Configurations Available in this SNAPI Release

What Is SNAPI?

Definition of SNAPI
SNAPI stands for Structured N-Dimensional Application Programming Interface. It 
is a C language interface to Express Server and Personal Express. You can include 
SNAPI in a Windows application written in C/C++ or another Windows 
programming environment, such as Visual Basic, that supports calls to C functions 
in DLLs.
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Like most application programming interfaces (APIs), SNAPI provides a library of 
functions that you link with your Windows application program. From your C 
code, you call the functions to use SNAPI services.

How SNAPI fits in the client/server model
SNAPI is designed to support the client/server processing model, in which the 
client and server are separate processes that interact. The client makes requests of 
the server, and the server responds to those requests.

The client application you write can reside on one computer and Express (the 
server) can reside on another computer. Your client application can run on Windows 
NT, Windows 95, or Windows 3.1. The application can connect to Express Server 
running on Windows NT or Unix, or it can connect to Personal Express running on 
Windows NT, Windows 95, or Windows 3.1. In some configurations, both client and 
server can run on the same computer. If the server is Personal Express, the client 
must run on the same computer.

What you can do with SNAPI
As a C programmer, you can write a Windows application that connects to Express 
Server or Personal Express (which are collectively referred to as Express), executes 
Express commands, and fetches Express data. These activities give you access to the 
On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP) capabilities of Express.

How your application executes Express commands
The following diagram illustrates the interaction between your client application 
and Express. In this example, the client sends the Express command SHOW 
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ERELEASE. Express receives and processes the command, and returns the results. 
The client then receives the output.

Underlying communications support
In most cases, your client application resides on a computer that is not the same as 
the one on which Express is running. Therefore, SNAPI depends on lower-level 
communications support in order to send client requests to Express and to return 
results. In most cases SNAPI relies on a remote procedure call (RPC) facility. For 
remote connections, and most local connections, SNAPI uses one or more of the 
following:

■ Oracle Remote Operations

■ Microsoft Remote Procedure Call

■ Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) Remote Procedure Call

For some local configurations (that is, when the client is on the same computer with 
Express), SNAPI uses a proprietary 16-bit Direct Call facility or Dynamic Data 
Exchange (DDE).

For information about SNAPI configurations, see Chapter 2.
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Typical Activities Performed Through SNAPI

Overview of activities
The tasks that your client application performs through SNAPI fall into the 
following categories:

■ Managing a connection

■ Executing Express commands

■ Fetching Express data

Managing a connection
Before establishing any connections, you use the SnTaskInit function to initialize the 
environment for SNAPI activities. To establish a connection, you use the SnOpen 
function. To terminate a connection, you use SnClose, and finally, when you are 
finished with all SNAPI activities, you call SnTaskDestroy.

In addition to these basic functions, SNAPI includes functions for storing security 
information, such as user IDs and passwords, as well as for obtaining information 
about available Express services.

For more information on how you use SNAPI functions to manage your connection, 
see Chapter 4 and Chapter 6.

Executing Express commands
Once your connection is established, your client application sends a script of one or 
more Express language commands for execution in Express. For information about 
the Express language commands, see the Express Language Help. For general 
information on Express programming, see the Oracle Express Language Programming 
Guide.

To send an Express command through SNAPI, you use the SnServerExecute 
function. If the command generates output, SNAPI captures that output in the 
SNAPI log, and you use the SnResponseLog function to obtain the output. If errors 
occur during command processing, SNAPI records that fact. You use the 
SnResponseOutcome and SnGetLastError to investigate the error status.

The SNAPI log captures the output of commands in text form. However, for most 
client applications, this form is too cumbersome for receiving large amounts of 
complex data. Therefore, a special Express command, FETCH, was created for 
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retrieving data in binary form through SNAPI. You execute the FETCH command in 
the same way that you execute any other Express command through SNAPI.

For more information on how you use SNAPI functions to execute Express 
commands, see Chapter 4 and Chapter 7.

Fetching Express data
The FETCH command is your primary tool for requesting and receiving Express 
data. After you have executed the FETCH command and received Express data in 
binary form, you use various SNAPI functions to interpret the structure and 
contents of the data. The following are a few of the relevant functions: 
SnDataFieldHasValue, SnDataEdgeValue, SnDataNext, and SnDataReset.

In order to use the functions for interpreting fetched data, you must understand the 
Express multidimensional model and the organization of a SNAPI data block.

■ For more information about the Express multidimensional model, see the Oracle 
Express Database Administration Guide.

■ For more information about the organization of a SNAPI data block and about 
interpreting fetched data, see Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 8.

Configurations Available in this SNAPI Release

SNAPI for Express 6.2.0.2
This manual documents the version of SNAPI that is delivered with Release 6.2.0.2 
of Express Server and Personal Express. The SNAPI installation programs provide 
all the support you need to write client applications that connect to Express Server 
or Personal Express 6.2.0.2.
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SNAPI for earlier versions of Express
In addition to supporting Express 6.2.0.2, the installation programs in this version of 
SNAPI provide all the support you need to write client applications that connect to 
the following earlier Express releases:

■ Express Server 6 (versions earlier than 6.2.0.2)

■ Personal Express 6 (versions earlier than 6.2.0.2)

■ Express Server 5 (all versions)

■ Personal Express 5 (all versions)

You cannot use SNAPI to connect to all Express Server 5 platforms. See the release 
notes for the particular release, in order to find out which platforms can be accessed 
through SNAPI.

Related information
For information on the possible SNAPI configurations, see Chapter 2.

For information on installing SNAPI, see Chapter 3.
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2
SNAPI Configuration Overview

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter discusses SNAPI configuration issues.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Client and Server Platforms

■ RPC Transports

■ Summary of Possible Configurations

■ SNAPI Client DLLs

Client and Server Platforms

Client platforms
You can write your client application to run on Windows NT, Windows 95, or 
Windows 3.1. Furthermore, you can write a 32-bit application or a 16-bit 
application. This allows for the following possibilities:

■ A 32-bit application running on Windows NT

■ A 32-bit application running on Windows 95

■ A 16-bit application running on Windows NT
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■ A 16-bit application running on Windows 95

■ A 16-bit application running on Windows 3.1

Express Platforms
Your client application can connect to the following Express hosts:

■ Express Server 6 running on Windows NT

■ Express Server 6 running on Unix (some systems)

■ Personal Express 6 running on Windows NT

■ Personal Express 6 running on Windows 95

■ Express Server 5 running on Unix (some systems)

■ Personal Express 5 running on Windows NT

■ Personal Express 5 running on Windows 95

■ Personal Express 5 running on Windows 3.1

Express Server does not run on all Unix platforms. Furthermore, you cannot use 
SNAPI to connect to all Unix or NT platforms. Consult the release notes for your 
version of Express and SNAPI to find out which platforms are available. The later 
topics ”RPC Transports” on page 2-3 and ”Summary of Possible Configurations” on 
page 2-6 provide general information.

Express startup variations
The various Express products and releases differ with respect to their startup 
behavior. There are three possibilities:

■ Express Server 6 is always running, so it is always ready to accept SNAPI 
requests. It is a multisession server, so a single instance will service requests 
from many SNAPI clients.

■ Express Server 5 must be started by a special Unix daemon that intercepts 
SNAPI requests and starts up a separate instance of Express Server for every 
SNAPI client. SNAPI function calls take care of communications with the 
daemon.

■ Personal Express 5 and Personal Express 6 are Windows applications that must 
be explicitly started by a client application, or by a user, before the application 
attempts to connect through SNAPI.
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Remote and local connections
SNAPI provides support for both remote and local connections:

■ For a remote connection, the client application and Express are on different 
computers

■ For a local connection, the client application and Express are on the same 
computer.

In many cases, SNAPI uses different communications protocols, depending (among 
other things) on whether yours is a remote or local connection.

RPC Transports

Overview of RPC Transports
To make its connections, SNAPI relies on underlying layers of communications 
software. Most configurations depend on a remote procedure call (RPC) layer and a 
network transport layer. RPC requires a connection-oriented, reliable, network 
transport such as TCP/IP or SPX. This manual refers to the RPC layer, together with 
the network transport layer, as the RPC transport. 

A given SNAPI connection uses one of the following RPC transports. The last two 
transports are not actually based on RPC, but they are grouped with the other RPC 
transports for simplicity.

■ Oracle Remote Operations for remote connections

■ Microsoft RPC for remote connections

■ Microsoft RPC plus DCE for remote connections

■ Microsoft Local RPC for local connections

■ 16-Bit Direct Call for local connections (not actually RPC)

■ DDE for local connections (not actually RPC)

The rest of this topic describes each of these RPC transports.

Oracle Remote Operations for remote connections
Remote Operations is Oracle’s implementation of remote procedure call technology. 
When you install SNAPI, Remote Operations is also installed.
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You use this RPC transport for remote connections to Express Server 6 running on 
either Unix or Windows NT systems or to Express Server 5 running on Unix.

Microsoft RPC for remote connections
Microsoft RPC is Microsoft’s implementation of remote procedure call technology. 
The 32-bit version is provided as part of the Windows NT and Windows 95 
operating systems. When you install SNAPI, the 16-bit version of Microsoft RPC is 
installed with it.

You use this RPC transport for remote connections to Express Server 6 on Windows 
NT systems.

Microsoft RPC plus DCE for remote connections
This RPC transport is a combination, in which the client application uses Microsoft 
RPC and the host uses Distributed Computing Environment (DCE). 

Microsoft RPC is Microsoft’s implementation of remote procedure call technology. It 
is provided as part of the Windows NT and Windows 95 operating systems. When 
you install SNAPI on a computer running Windows 3.1, Microsoft RPC is installed 
with it.

You must ensure that the computer running Express Server 5 has access to the RPC 
service provided by DCE.

You can use this RPC transport when connecting to Express Server 5 running on a 
Unix system, such as HP-UX or IBM AIX.

Microsoft Local RPC for local connections
Microsoft RPC is Microsoft’s implementation of remote procedure call technology. 
The 32-bit version is provided as part of the Windows NT and Windows 95 
operating systems. When you install SNAPI, the 16-bit version of Microsoft RPC is 
installed with it.

Microsoft provides a form of RPC that is designed for local connections from 32-bit 
client applications. It is referred to as Microsoft Local RPC.

You use this RPC transport if you are connecting to Express Server 6 or Personal 
Express 6 running on a Windows NT or Windows 95 system and your client 
application is a 32-bit application running on the same computer.
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16-Bit Direct Call for local connections
16-Bit Direct Call is an Oracle proprietary RPC transport delivered with SNAPI. 

You use this transport if you are connecting to Express Server 6 or Personal 
Express 6 running on a Windows NT or Windows 95 system and your client 
application is a 16-bit application on the same computer. Oracle provides this 
transport because Microsoft Local RPC does not support 16-bit applications.

On a given computer, only one instance of Express Server 6 or Personal Express 6 
can offer 16-Bit Direct Call SNAPI. Furthermore, 16-Bit Direct Call SNAPI is 
available only on Intel computers running NT. It is not available on Alpha AXP 
machines.

DDE for local connections
Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) is a feature of Windows NT, Windows 95, and 
Windows 3.1. It is not based on RPC technology, but it allows communications 
between two processes running on the same computer.

You use this transport if you are connecting to Personal Express 5 running on 
Windows NT, Windows 95, or Windows 3.1 and your client application is running 
on the same computer.

Transport protocol sequences
When you make a SNAPI connection with the SnOpen function, one of the 
arguments includes a transport protocol sequence. This character string indicates 
the RPC transport you want to use for the connections.

An example of a transport protocol sequence is ora_ro_tcp, which indicates 
Oracle Remote Operations. The topic ”Summary of Possible Configurations” on 
page 2-6 lists the transport protocol sequence for each RPC transport.
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Summary of Possible Configurations

Connections to Express Server 6
The following table presents the possible configurations, when your client 
application is connecting remotely or locally to Express Server 6.

For remote connections to NT host computers, you can also use the SPX transport 
(ncacn_spx) and named pipes (ncacn_np).

See the release notes for your release of Express Server for the configurations that 
are possible with your version. In general, keep the following in mind:

■ Express Server 6 is available on Unix beginning with release 6.1. It is available 
on some systems (e.g., Solaris), but not on others.

■ 16-Bit Direct Call is available only on Intel computers, not on Alpha AXP 
computers.

Remote or 
Local Client OS Host OS RPC Transport

Transport Protocol 
Sequence

Remote Windows 

(NT, 95, 3.1)

Unix Remote Operations ora_ro_tcp

Remote Windows 

(NT, 95, 3.1)

NT Remote Operations

or

Microsoft RPC

ora_ro_tcp

ncacn_ip_tcp

Local NT NT Microsoft Local 
RPC

ncalrpc

Local NT NT 16-Bit Direct Call ora_lcl_direct
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Connections to Personal Express 6
The following table presents the possible configurations, when your client 
application is connecting to Personal Express 6. Only local connections are 
available. 

Note that 16-Bit Direct Call is available only on Intel computers, not on Alpha AXP 
computers.

Connections to Express Server 5 or Personal Express 5
The following table presents the possible configurations, when your client 
application is connecting remotely to Express Server 5 or locally to Personal 
Express 5.

For remote connections using Microsoft RPC plus DCE, you can also use the SPX 
transport (ncacn_spx) and named pipes (ncacn_np).

Remote or 
Local Client OS Host OS RPC Transport

Transport 
Protocol 

Sequence

Local Windows 

(NT or 95)

Windows 

(NT or 95)

Microsoft Local RPC ncalrpc

Local Windows 

(NT or 95)

Windows 

(NT or 95)

16-Bit Direct Call ora_lcl_dire
ct

Remote or 
Local Client OS Host OS RPC Transport

Transport 
Protocol 

Sequence

Remote Windows 

(NT, 95, 3.1)

Unix Remote Operations ora_ro_tcp

Remote Windows 

(NT, 95, 3.1)

Unix Microsoft RPC

plus DCE

ncacn_ip_tcp

Local Windows 

(NT, 95, 3.1)

Windows 

(NT, 95, 3.1)

DDE ora_lcl_ddeml
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See the release notes for your release of Express Server for the configurations that 
are possible with your version. In general, keep the following in mind:

■ Remote Operations on Unix is available beginning with release 5.0.3. This 
feature is available on some Unix systems (e.g., Solaris) but not on others. 
Remote Operations is available on Windows NT beginning with release 6.2.0.2.

■ Microsoft RPC plus DCE is available on some Unix systems, but not on others.

SNAPI Client DLLs

Overview of SNAPI Client DLLs
The SNAPI client software is installed as a set of Windows DLLs. The set includes 
the following two types of DLLs:

■ Access-provider DLLs, which give a client application access to SNAPI services

■ Service-provider DLLs, which function as the interface between the 
access-provider DLL and the underlying RPC transport software.

For a given connection, SNAPI uses one access-provider DLL and one 
service-provider DLL. The DLLs are different for 16-bit applications and 32-bit 
applications.

In addition to the SNAPI DLLs, the SNAPI installation provides some RPC DLLs, if 
they are not already available on your computer.

Sample diagram of DLL interaction
The following diagram shows the relationship between a client application and the 
DLLs that implement the various layers of software required for SNAPI. This 
diagram shows the typical components (RPC and TCP/IP) in the bottom two layers. 
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For 16-Bit Direct Call and DDE configurations, the bottom two layers would be 
DLLs associated with those transports.

Access-provider DLLs
An access-provider DLL performs the following tasks:

1. Decides which service provider DLL is required, based on the transport 
protocol sequence specified in SnOpen.

2. Loads the appropriate service-provider DLL when it is needed.

3. Dispatches calls to the service-provider DLL.

4. Unloads the service-provider DLL when it is no longer needed.

There are two SNAPI access-provider DLLs: one for 16-bit applications and another 
for 32-bit client applications. 
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The access-provider DLLs are listed in the following table:

Service-provider DLLs
A service-provider DLL manages most of the SNAPI processing. It interprets 
SNAPI function calls and sends requests over the appropriate RPC transport.

A given service-provider DLL is tailored to one particular RPC transport (for 
example, Remote Operations or Microsoft RPC). Furthermore, a given 
service-provider DLL is designed for either 16-bit or 32-bit applications.

The service-provider DLLs are listed in the following table:

DLL Name Applications to Which the DLL Provides SNAPI Access

XWSNLR16.DLL 16-bit applications

XWSNLR32.DLL 32-bit applications

DLL Name Applications Served Transport Remote or Local

XSSNRO16.DLL 16-bit applications Remote 
Operations

Remote

XSSNRO32.DLL 32-bit applications Remote 
Operations

Remote

XSSNR16.DLL 16-bit applications Microsoft RPC Remote

XSSNR32.DLL 32-bit applications Microsoft RPC Local and remote

XSSNX16.DLL 16-bit applications 16-bit Direct Call Local

XSSNL16.DLL 16-bit applications DDE Local

XSSNL32.DLL 32-bit applications DDE Local
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3
Installing SNAPI and Configuring Security

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter provides the information you need to install SNAPI on your client 
computer. It also explains the security options that are available for SNAPI 
connections and how these are related to the configuration of Express Server. 

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Where You Install SNAPI

■ Client System Requirements

■ Understanding the Installation Environment

■ Running Installer

■ Handling Security

■ Security with Authenticated RPC

Where You Install SNAPI

Installing for remote connections
When your client application does not reside on the same computer with the 
Express process to which it will connect, all of your installation activities will take 
place on the client computer.
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You do not have to install any software on the host computer, because Express 
Server includes SNAPI support. However, if you are connecting to Express Server 5, 
there are certain configuration requirements. See Appendix A for details.

Personal Express does not accept connections from remote clients, so installing for 
remote connections is not an option.

Installing for local connections
When your client application resides on the same computer with the Express 
process to which it will connect, the configurations shown in the following table are 
possible.

You install SNAPI to support local connections in the same way that you install 
SNAPI to support remote connections. It just happens that the client computer and 
the host computer are the same.

In addition to installing SNAPI, if you use 16-Bit Direct Call, you must specify the 
Direct Call option in the Express Server 6 or Personal Express 6 installation. See 
your Express Installation and Configuration Guide  for more information.

Related information
See Chapter 2 for a description of the possible SNAPI configurations.

Client System Requirements

Required operating system
Your client computer must be running Windows NT, Windows 95, or Windows 3.1 
running in Enhanced Mode.

Operating System Client Application Server Transport

Windows

 (NT or 95)

32-bit Express Server 6 or

Personal Express 6

Microsoft Local RPC

Windows

 (NT or 95)

16-bit Express Server 6 or

Personal Express 6

16-Bit Direct Call

Windows

 (NT, 95, or 3.1)

32-bit or 16-bit Personal Express 5 DDE
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Required network transport software
If you are running Windows NT or Windows 95, the software you need to run 
TCP/IP is provided by the operating system. If you are running Windows 3.1, you 
must obtain a TCP/IP package from Microsoft or from a third-party vendor.

If you decide to use a network transport that is not TCP/IP (for example, SPX), you 
must ensure that it is installed on your computer.

Required development environment
You can develop a SNAPI client in most Windows development environments that 
support calls to C functions in DLLs. The data types in your development 
environment should be compatible with those used by the Microsoft C compiler, 
which uses the IEEE 754 format for single and double-precision floating point 
numbers.

Understanding the Installation Environment

Oracle Installer
To install SNAPI, you use Oracle Installer (hereinafter referred to as “Installer”). 
Installer is the installation program for a given set of related Oracle products.

On a given installation disk, there is at least one Installer. There might be more than 
one, each designed for installing a different set of products.

For example, on an installation disk that comes with Express Server 6 for NT, there 
are two Installers:

■ One Installer provides 16-bit Oracle software, including a version of SNAPI that 
is appropriate for 16-bit client applications.

■ The other Installer provides 32-bit Oracle software, including a version of 
SNAPI that is appropriate for 32-bit client applications.

Express Client software installation disks also include SNAPI. Installer on these 
disks is either a 16-bit Installer or a 32-bit Installer, depending on the Express Client 
products on the disk.
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Choosing a 16-bit or 32-bit Installer
Before installing SNAPI, you must determine whether the client application you are 
developing is a 16-bit or 32-bit program.

■ If your client application is a 16-bit program, you must use a 16-bit Installer to 
install SNAPI.

■ If your client application is a 32-bit program, you must use a 32-bit Installer to 
install SNAPI.

The Installer you need should be on the installation disk provided with the Express 
products you have purchased: Express Server, Personal Express, or an Express 
Client product such as Oracle Express Analyzer .

What is included in your SNAPI installation
When you install SNAPI, you receive the following files:

■ SNAPI DLLs. These include the access-provider DLLs and service-provider 
DLLs that are described in Chapter 2. They come in a 16-bit form and a 32-bit 
form.

■ Libraries and include files for C/C++ development.

■ Express Connection Utility. This is a simple client application that uses SNAPI 
to communicate with Express. It comes in a 16-bit form and a 32-bit form. 
Source code for this utility is included to provide sample C programs that use 
SNAPI.
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The following table lists the types of files you get, depending on your operating 
system and the Installer that you use.

Oracle Home directory
When you run Installer, it prompts you for the “Oracle Home” directory. This is the 
directory under which all Oracle products will be installed on your computer.

Installer provides a default location for Oracle Home. You can change that location 
if you wish. However, all Oracle products on a given computer normally use the 
same Oracle Home directory. If you change Oracle Home, you should carefully 
examine any possible effects on  other Oracle products.

If you want to install both 16-bit and 32-bit Oracle products on the same computer,  
you must maintain two separate Oracle Home directories. Note that the 16-bit 
Installer offers a default Oracle Home directory that is different from the default 
offered by the 32-bit Installer.

For more information on Oracle Home, refer to your Express Installation and 
Configuration Guide.

SNAPI installation directory
 Installer installs OLAP products in the OLAP subdirectory of the Oracle Home 
directory. Under the OLAP subdirectory, Installer installs SNAPI client support in 
the OSNxxx subdirectory, where xxx represents the version number. The full path of 

IF you use the . . . THEN you get the . . .

16-bit Installer under Windows 3.1 16-bit SNAPI client DLLs

16-bit Express Connection Utility

16-bit Installer under Windows NT/95 16-bit SNAPI client DLLs

16-bit Express Connection Utility

32-bit SNAPI client DLLs

32-bit Express Connection Utility

32-bit Installer under Windows NT/95 32-bit SNAPI client DLLs

32-bit Express Connection Utility

16-bit SNAPI client DLLs
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the SNAPI installation directory for version 6.2.0.2 is described in the following 
table.

The 16-bit and 32-bit subdirectories also include a few files required for building 
applications. These files differ for 16-bit and 32-bit clients.

Location of access-provider and service-provider DLLs
Chapter 2 describes the access-provider DLLs and service-provider DLLs that are 
an essential part of SNAPI. These DLLs must always reside in the same directory.

If your client application is running on a computer with other Express products, 
you must ensure that the access-provider DLLs and service-provider DLLs reside in 
the directory in which the Installer placed them, under the Oracle Home directory. 
This directory must be accessible to all client applications that want to use SNAPI. 
Clients can use whatever mechanism they choose to access the directory. For 
example, the client path might include the directory.

If your client application is the only one using SNAPI on your computer, you can 
place the access-provider DLLs and service-provider DLLs in a directory that is in 
the regular Windows search path for DLLs. Another alternative is to have your 
client application load the DLLs, in which case you can devise your own 
conventions for deciding on their location. In any case, both DLLs must reside in 
the same directory.

Subdirectories Contents

Oracle Home Oracle products

        \olap OLAP products

              \osn620 SNAPI client DLLs

                    \include SNAPI header files

                    \install SNAPI install files

                    \lib SNAPI libraries

                    \samples SNAPI code samples

                          \expcnnct Express Connection Utility source code

                                \16bit

                                \32bit

16-bit executable for the Express Connection 
Utility

32-bit executable for the Express Connection 
Utility
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Running Installer

Preparing for the SNAPI installation
To understand the configuration possibilities and the installation environment for 
SNAPI, read Chapter 2 and the earlier topics in this chapter.

Automatic SNAPI installation
In many cases, SNAPI is automatically installed with Express software. If this is the 
case for your site, you do not need to do anything to place SNAPI on your 
computer. However, if you do need to explicitly install SNAPI, use the procedure 
described here.

Procedure: Running Installer
To install SNAPI, perform the steps in the following table.

Handling Security

Before connecting
Before you attempt to establish SNAPI connections, you should consider whether 
security is an important issue for your site, and you should discuss the available 
security levels with the system administrator for Express Server.

Step Action

1 Decide whether you need a 16-bit SNAPI installation or a 32-bit SNAPI 
installation.

2 Find the appropriate Installer on the installation disk provided with your 
Express product. If necessary, consult the documentation for that product.

3 Run Installer.

4 In the Oracle Installation Settings dialog box, specify the Oracle Home directory 
in which your Oracle products reside.

5 In the Software Asset Manager dialog box, choose Oracle SNAPI. Installer now 
copies the SNAPI files to your disk.
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This topic presents the background information that you need to make an informed 
choice and to write client application code that is consistent with your choice.

If you are installing SNAPI to communicate only with Personal Express (version 5 
or 6), security issues are not relevant.

User ID requirements
For connections to Express Server 5 or 6, each SNAPI client connection must have a 
user ID. Express Server receives and validates the client’s user ID when the client 
uses SnOpen to request a connection (or when an Express Server 5 client calls 
SnStartServer). Express Server uses the client’s user ID to do the following:

■ Decide whether to give the client access to Express Server.

■ Control access to operating system resources such as disk files (including 
Express database files).

■ Provide a value that can be used to control Express security. The client’s user ID 
is returned by the Express SYSINFO(USER) function. This value can be used 
with PERMIT commands in Express security applications. There is also a 
SYSINFO(GROUP) function, which returns the groups of which the user is a 
member.

For connections to Personal Express, you do not need a user ID, and the USER and 
GROUP arguments to the SYSINFO function are not available.

Express Server 6 security levels
The Express Server system administrator sets the security level for a given instance 
of Express Server using the RequiredSecurityLevel setting in Express Configuration 
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Manager. The security level applies to all clients that try to connect. The following 
security levels are available.

How a client specifies a security level for a given connection
When a client application uses the SnOpen function to make a connection, the client 
specifies a value for the authn argument to the function. This argument controls 
whether SNAPI will attempt to use authenticated RPC, and if so what level of 
authentication to use.

In order for SNAPI clients to successfully connect to an instance of Express Server, 
they must request connections that conform to the minimum security requirements 
of the Express Server instance. However, SNAPI clients may establish a more secure 
connection than is required by the Express Server instance. For example, if 
RequiredSecurityLevel is HOST or NONE, a SNAPI client can still connect with 
authenticated RPC as long as the client has established a domain identity.

Level Description

DOMAIN Clients must identify themselves with an NT domain user name and 
password. In addition, they must supply the name of the NT domain.

This security level employs authenticated RPC, which is part of the Microsoft 
Network. It is available only when the host computer is running NT. 
Furthermore, it is appropriate only when the Express instance has no Express 
Communications Architecture (XCA) or Web clients; this security level 
requires all clients to connect through SNAPI.

This level is the most secure, but it can be specified only when Express is 
running on an NT system. For more information about authenticated RPC, 
see the topic ”Security with Authenticated RPC” on page 3-11

HOST Clients must explicitly identify themselves with a valid user ID and 
password (and optionally an NT domain name). The ID can be a host user ID 
that is set up on the computer running Express Server, or it can be an NT 
domain user ID.

This level is fairly secure.

NONE Clients do not have to provide an identity, as long as a default user has been 
defined on the host computer. A client who does not specify a user ID and 
password automatically assumes the identity of the default user.

If a client specifies an NT domain user ID or a host user ID, Express Server 
uses the ID to establish an identity for the client.

This level provides the least security.
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Specifying a security level for an Express Server 6 connection
Clients connecting to Express Server 6 have the following choices. The 
configuration of the Express Server 6 instance to which the client is connecting must 
support the choice the client indicates.

■ Authenticated RPC on NT — The client specifies in the authn  argument to 
SnOpen that Express should use authenticated RPC. If the user is not already 
logged into the domain, the client application uses the SnSetDomainIdentity 
function to specify the NT domain user name and password, as well as the 
domain name. If the user is already logged in, there is no need to call 
SnSetDomainIdentity. For more information, see the topic ”Security with 
Authenticated RPC” on page 3-11

■ Host user ID — The client specifies in the authn argument to SnOpen that 
Express should not use authenticated RPC. In addition, before calling SnOpen, 
the client uses the SnSetHostIdentity function to specify the user ID and 
password on the host computer or the NT domain.

■ Host default ID — The client specifies in the authn argument to SnOpen that 
Express should not use authenticated RPC. The client need not call the 
SnSetHostIdentity function before calling SnOpen. Because no user ID is 
provided, Express uses the default user ID on the host.

For more information about SnOpen, SnSetDomainIdentity, and SnSetHostIdentity, 
see Chapter 6.

Specifying a security level for an Express Server 5 connection
Clients connecting to Express Server 5 cannot use authenticated RPC. Therefore, 
they must use the host user ID or host default ID choice, as described for Express 
Server 6 connections.

Absence of security in Personal Express
Personal Express does not support user ID security. Clients must specify in the 
authn argument to SnOpen that Express should not use authenticated RPC. There is 
no need to call SnSetDomainIdentity or SnSetHostIdentity.
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Security with Authenticated RPC

What is authenticated RPC?
Authenticated RPC is a Microsoft Network feature that provides a high level of 
security. When a client and server communicate through authenticated RPC, they 
authenticate each other with NT security.

A SNAPI client connection that uses authenticated RPC assumes an impersonation 
identity in the Express Server instance. The session based on this connection runs 
under this impersonation of the client identity, and access to system resources is 
controlled by the identity of the client. 

Requirements for using authenticated RPC
You can use authenticated RPC for your client application connections when the 
following conditions are met:

■ The client application will connect to an instance of Express Server 6 that is 
running on a Windows NT computer.

■ The site is running the Microsoft Network with authenticated RPC.

■ The client application is either running under a  domain identity or has called  
SnSetDomainIdentity to establish a  domain identity.

Authentication levels
The Express Server system administrator can choose from the following 
authentication levels by specifying the RequiredAuthenticationLevel setting in 
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Express Configuration Manager. Note that performance is slower as security 
increases.

How the client uses authenticated RPC
To use authenticated RPC, the user must be logged into the NT domain. There are 
two ways in which this login can occur:

■ If the client is a 32-bit application running on Windows 95 or NT, the client 
computer can be configured to log into the domain at startup.

or

■ The client application can call SnSetDomainIdentity before establishing a 
connection with SnOpen. In the call to SnSetDomainIdentity, the client 
application specifies the NT domain user ID, password, and domain name. 
16-bit applications must use this method.

Once the client’s domain identity is established, the client calls SnOpen to initiate 
the connection. In this call, the client specifies the level of authenticated RPC that 
Express should use. The levels you can specify in SnOpen match the ones for the 
RequiredAuthenticationLevel setting in Express Configuration Manager.

For more information about SnOpen, SnSetDomainIdentity, and SnSetHostIdentity, 
see Chapter 6.

Level Description

NONE SNAPI clients are not required to use authenticated RPC.

CONNECT Using authenticated RPC, client identity is checked upon 
connection.

CALL Using authenticated RPC, client identity is checked on each call 
to Express Server.

PACKET Using authenticated RPC, client identity is checked on each 
packet.

PACKET_INTEGRITY Using authenticated RPC, client identity is checked on each 
packet. A calculated cryptographic checksum is attached to each 
packet, so that any tampering with the packet can be detected.

PACKET_PRIVACY Using authenticated RPC, client identity is checked on each 
packet. The packet is encrypted in addition to the security 
measures used for PACKET_INTEGRITY.
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An NT restriction
Because of a restriction in the security facilities of Windows NT 4.0, SNAPI sessions 
that use authenticated RPC cannot access such network file system functions as 
UNC paths. Sessions that use authenticated RPC run under an impersonation of the 
client’s domain user ID.  NT does not allow impersonation identities to access the  
network. 

If your SNAPI sessions will use UNC names or otherwise require access to the 
network, you must not use authenticated RPC. Instead, you should use HOST 
security  (specify a user ID and password on the host by calling SnSetHostIdentity 
before calling SnOpen with a value of NONE for authn) or connect as the default 
user.

Note: There are two RPC transports that effectively use authenticated RPC even if 
you do not request it. These are local RPC (ncalrpc) and named pipes 
(ncacn_np). If your sessions will require network access, you should establish a 
host identity for the connection, connect as the default user, or specify a different 
transport.
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4
Using SNAPI in Application Programs

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter provides the information you need to write client applications that 
access Express through SNAPI function calls.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Managing a Connection

■ Executing Express Commands

■ Fetching Express Data

■ Compiling and Linking with SNAPI

Managing a Connection

Multiple connections
Express Server supports multiple simultaneous SNAPI client connections, and a 
client can have multiple simultaneous connections to one or several servers. There 
may be several connections to a single server, single connections to several servers, 
or a combination of these.
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Managing the SNAPI task context
Before you use the SnOpen function to connect, ensure that the SNAPI task context 
has been initialized with the SnTaskInit function. You must use this function before 
calling any other SNAPI function. Once the task context is initialized, you can call 
SnOpen many times, for many connections.

After your last connection has been closed with a call to SnClose, use 
SnTaskDestroy to eliminate the SNAPI task context.

Before you connect
Before you use the SnOpen function to establish a connection, you must gather the 
following information, so you can use it to specify the function’s arguments.

■ Identify the string binding that specifies the instance of Express to which you 
are connecting and the RPC transport you want to use. For information about 
the string binding, see the SnOpen and SnGetServers functions in Chapter 6. 
For information about RPC transports, see  Chapter 2.

■ If you are connecting to Express Server 6 or Personal Express 6, decide whether 
you want a new Express session for your connection, or if you want to share 
one that already exists. If you want to share an existing session, you must 
identify the session identifier (that is, workspace handle) of the session you 
want to share.

■ Identify the handle of a window that belongs to the client application.

■ Decide on the security level for your connection, and identify the appropriate 
login information, such as user ID and password. For more information about 
handling SNAPI security, see  Chapter 3.

In addition to gathering information for SnOpen, if you are connecting to Personal 
Express, ensure that it is running before you try to connect through SNAPI.
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Procedure: Establishing a connection
Use the following procedure to open a connection.

Procedure: Terminating a connection
Call SnClose to terminate the connection. In the call to SnClose, specify the server 
connection handle of the appropriate connection.

Terminating the client application or its windows
Before terminating your client application, close all SNAPI connections by calling 
SnClose, and terminate the SNAPI task context by calling SnTaskDestroy. Ensure 
that your application does this for abnormal terminations as well as normal ones.

SnOpen and SnTaskInit both take window handles as arguments. When those 
windows are destroyed, SNAPI closes the connection or terminates the SNAPI task 
context.

Step Action

1 If you are connecting to Express Server 5, call SnStartServer to start an instance 
of Express Server.

2 If necessary, call SnSetDomainIdentity. Use this function if you are connecting to 
Express Server 6 running on Windows NT, you want to use authenticated RPC, 
and the user is not already logged into the Windows NT domain. See the 
information on handling SNAPI security in Chapter 3.

3 If necessary, call SnSetHostIdentity. Use this function if you are connecting to 
Express Server 6, you do not want to use authenticated RPC, and you want to 
specify a host user ID. See the information on handling SNAPI security in 
Chapter 3.

4 Call SnOpen to establish a connection.

5 Store the server connection handle returned by SnOpen, so you can specify it 
when you execute Express commands through SNAPI.
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Summary of functions for managing a connection
The SNAPI functions for managing a connection are summarized in the following 
table.

Related information
For more information about the functions for managing a connection, see Chapter 6.

Executing Express Commands

Sending a script and receiving a response
Your client application uses SNAPI to send a script of Express commands to Express 
Server or Personal Express for execution. The script may consist of a single 
command or several commands separated by semi-colons (;).

Response to the command script may contain a log. Express writes the text output of 
commands received from a SNAPI script to the SNAPI log. 

Additionally, the response may contain one or more data blocks. Data blocks are 
produced by Express FETCH commands sent in the command script. FETCH 
packages data from Express as a block of binary data for transmission to a client 
process. SNAPI provides services for querying and traversing data blocks. 

Function Description

SnTaskInit Initialize the SNAPI task context.

SnTaskDestroy Release the SNAPI task context.

SnStartServer Start an instance of Express Server 5.

SnSetDomainIdentity Store a user ID, domain, and password to be used to establish 
an identity in the Windows NT domain.

SnSetHostIdentity Store a user ID, domain, and password to be encrypted and 
sent to the server to establish an identity on the host.

SnGetServers Obtain a list of unique identifiers for available Express 
services.

SnOpen Connect to an Express service.

SnClose Close a connection to an Express service.
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A client application must determine if each request was successfully delivered by 
SNAPI and if the Express commands were successfully executed by Express.

Contents of a response
If the Express commands that your client sent through SNAPI were successfully 
executed, your client must determine which of the following combinations of items 
are in the response.

■ A log (for example, response to the command script “SHOW EVERSION”)

■ One or more data blocks (for example, response to the command script “FETCH 
SALES; FETCH EXPENSE”)

■ Both a log and one or more data blocks (for example, response to the command 
script “SHOW EVERSION; FETCH SALES”)

■ Neither a log nor data (for example, response to the command script “DTB 
ATTACH DEMO”)

Making use of the response
To make use of the text in the log, the client application calls the SnResponseLog 
function to gain access to the text.

The methods for handling the binary data in a data block are more complex. They 
are introduced in the topic ”Fetching Express Data” on page 4-7 and fully explained 
in Chapter 5.

Procedure: Executing Express commands
Use the following general procedure for executing Express commands through 
SNAPI.

Step Action

1 Obtain the server connection handle from the SnOpen function.

2 Call SnServerExecute, specifying the server connection handle and a command 
script as arguments. SnServerExecute sends the command script to Express and 
returns a response handle, if the script was sent and executed. The execution in 
Express might or might not have been successful (that is, error free).

3 Call SnResponseOutcome with the response handle as an argument, in order to 
determine whether the command script was successfully executed by Express 
(that is, without errors).
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Summary of functions for executing Express commands
The SNAPI functions for executing Express commands are summarized in the 
following table.

Related information
The following references provide more information:

■ For more information about the functions for executing Express commands, see 
Chapter 7.

■ For information on the Express commands themselves, see the Express 
Language Help system.

■ For introductory information about using the Express FETCH command and 
interpreting the data it produces, see the topic ”Fetching Express Data” on page 
4-7. For complete information, see  Chapter 5.

4 If the command script was successfully executed, call SnResponseLog to 
determine whether the commands produced a log of text output. If so, 
SnResponseLog places the log in a buffer that you preallocate. If the script was 
not successfully executed, use SnGetLastError to investigate.

5 If the command script included one or more FETCH commands and was 
successfully executed, call SnResponseNumData to determine how many data 
blocks are in the response, and call SnResponseData to obtain a handle to a 
block. You can use the functions for accessing fetched data to query and traverse 
data blocks. They are described in Chapter 5.

Function Description

SnServerExecute Send one or more Express commands to Express Server.

SnGetLastError Return the SNAPI result code for the last error that occurred.

SnResponseOutcome Retrieve a code indicating whether Express Server successfully 
executed the commands.

SnResponseLog Retrieve the text log for the command script.

SnResponseNumData Get the number of data blocks in a response.

SnResponseData Get a data block from a response.

Step Action
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Fetching Express Data

Using the FETCH command
The FETCH command is your primary tool for requesting and receiving Express 
data. It is an Express command specially designed for retrieving data in binary form 
through SNAPI. You execute the command in Express by using the SnServerExecute 
function.

Each FETCH command produces a single binary data block. However, using the 
arguments to the FETCH command you can specify how you want the data to be 
organized within the block. To make the specification, you must understand the 
Express data model.

Interpreting a data block
The basic unit in a data block is a cell. If only one data expression exists, each cell 
contains a single data field. If multiple data expressions exist, each cell contains 
multiple fields, one for each expression. Associated with each cell are the edges for 
each data expression; these correspond to the dimensions of the data in Express.

Your client application must determine such information as the number of edges, 
cells, and fields, and the data type of each field before it can extract the data from 
the data block and use it for its own purposes. SNAPI provides a set of functions to 
help you with this task.

Summary of functions for interpreting a data block
The SNAPI functions for interpreting a data block are summarized in the following 
table.

Function Description

SnDataEdgeIndex Get the numerical position for an edge of the current cell.

SnDataEdgeName Get the name of an edge.

SnDataEdgeNumValues Get the number of values in an edge.

SnDataEdgeValue Get the value of an edge (only if labeled).

SnDataFieldBoolean Get the value of a BOOLEAN field.

SnDataFieldDate Get the value of a DATE field.
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Character set translation
Express provides two ways to specify character set translation for the information 
transmitted through SNAPI:

■ The DefaultSNAPITranslate setting in Express Configuration Manager

■ The _XLTAPI option in the Express language

These settings control translation for the messages sent through SNAPI as well as 
for the text data retrieved using the FETCH command. To specify no translation for 
fetched data, set the Express language option _FETCHXLATE to NO.

SnDataFieldDouble Get the value of a DECIMAL field.

SnDataFieldHasValue Determine if a cell field has a meaningful value.

SnDataFieldID Get the value of an ID field.

SnDataFieldLengthAny Get the length of a field for all cells.

SnDataFieldLengthCurrent Get the length of a field for the current cell.

SnDataFieldLong Get the value of an integer field.

SnDataFieldName Get the expression that generated a field.

SnDataFieldShort Get the value of a SHORTINTEGER field. (Not yet 
implemented.)

SnDataFieldSingle Get the value of a SHORTDECIMAL field.

SnDataFieldString Get the value of a TEXT field.

SnDataFieldTypeAny Get the data type of a field for all cells.

SnDataFieldTypeCurrent Get the data type of a field for the current cell.

SnDataHasLabels Determine whether the data block has edge values.

SnDataNext Advance the current cell for a data block.

SnDataNumEdges Get the number of edges in a data block.

SnDataNumFields Get the number of fields in a data block.

SnDataReset Reset the current cell for a data block.

SnDataTag Get the tag from a data block.

SnFree Free a response or data block.

Function Description
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Related information
The following references provide more information:

■ For complete information on interpreting a data block, see Chapter 5.

■ For information about the DefaultSNAPITranslate setting, see the Express 
Configuration Manager Help system.

■ For the syntax of the FETCH command or the _XLTAPI option, see the Express 
Language Help. 

■ For an explanation of the Express data model, see the Oracle Express Database 
Administration Guide.

Compiling and Linking with SNAPI

Include Files
If your SNAPI client program is written in C/C++, you should compile your code 
with the SNAPI include files and link with the appropriate SNAPI import library.

The include files snapi.h and sntypes.h contain the SNAPI type definitions and 
provide prototypes for the SNAPI functions.

The include file sntypes.h contains the definitions for the SNAPI-specific data 
types and enumerated constants. SNAPI uses them in return codes, handles, 
character string buffers, and Express data type conversion.

See Chapter 9 for a full description of the SNAPI-specific data types.

Function prototypes
The include file snapi.h includes function prototypes for all of the SNAPI 
functions. However, the prototypes are used only if the PROTOTYPE macro is 
defined. Include file sntypes.h defines PROTOTYPE for two circumstances:

1. You are using an ANSI compiler. According to the ANSI standard, ANSI 
compilers define __STDC__.

2. You are using a Microsoft compiler. Microsoft compilers are able to use 
prototypes even when they are used in a compatibility mode that is not strictly 
ANSI.

If your compiler does not fall into either of these categories, but does understand 
function prototypes, you should define PROTOTYPE yourself. This can often be 
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done on the compiler command line. If not, you should define it in your source 
before including snapi.h.

Compiling
The compiler must be able to find the SNAPI include files. You can accomplish this 
in one of the following ways:

■ Specify the /I compiler flag with the drive and directory containing the include 
files.

or

■ Specify the drive and directory containing the include files in the path defined 
by the INCLUDE environment variable.

Linking
The linker must be able to find the SNAPI libraries. You can accomplish this in one 
of the following ways:

■ Specify the drive and directory containing the SNAPI import libraries before 
you list the libraries themselves.

or

■ Specify the drive and directory containing the SNAPI import libraries in the 
path defined by the LIB environment variable.

Related information
For information on building Windows applications that call DLLs, see the Microsoft 
Windows Programmer’s Reference Manual.
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5
Fetching Express Data

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter describes the general process of requesting, receiving, and interpreting 
data from Express. It describes the use of the FETCH command and the 
organization of the data blocks that FETCH produces.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Overview of Fetching Data

■ Understanding the FETCH command

■ Understanding Data Block Organization

■ Constructing Your FETCH Command

■ Ordering Data Without FETCH Keywords

■ Ordering Data with the USING Keyword

■ Ordering Data with ACROSS and DOWN Keywords

■ Including Multiple Data Expressions

■ Interpreting a Data Block

■ Sample Code for Interpreting a Data Block
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Overview of Fetching Data

The FETCH command
The primary tool for obtaining data from Express is the FETCH command. When 
you use SNAPI to execute the command in Express, FETCH produces the data you 
have specified, and SNAPI sends it back to your client application in the form of a 
binary data block.

A single data block results from a single FETCH command. However, FETCH can 
package data derived from more than one data expression in Express (for example, 
multiple dimensioned variables). Furthermore, a command script can contain 
multiple FETCH commands.

Procedure: Fetching Express data
To obtain a block of binary data from Express, perform the following general steps.

Related information
For information on multidimensional data organization in Express, see the Oracle 
Express Database Administration Guide.

For instructions on using individual commands in the Express language, see the 
Express Language Help.

For general information on using the Express language, see the Oracle Express 
Language Programming Guide.

Step Action

1 To target the data, use the SnServerExecute function to send Express LIMIT or 
PERMIT commands. Instead of sending a series of commands, you can package 
them in an Express program whose name you send to Express to execute.

2 Construct a FETCH command for the data, using keywords to dictate the 
organization of the data block you want to receive from Express Server.

3 Use the SnServerExecute function to send the FETCH command to Express 
Server and the SnResponseOutcome function to determine if the data block is 
successfully returned from Express.

4 Use the SNAPI data-field access functions (e.g., SnDataFieldString) to access the 
individual data items packed in the returned data block. For details, see the 
topic ”Interpreting a Data Block” on page 5-19.
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Understanding the FETCH command

How you send a FETCH command
To request data from Express, you must use SnServerExecute to send a FETCH 
command. The FETCH command allows you to specify which data items you want 
from Express and how you want those items ordered. 

The following is an example of a simple FETCH command that requests all the data 
for a variable called SALES.

fetch sales

Sending multiple FETCH commands
A single call to SnServerExecute can contain several FETCH commands. Each 
FETCH command will produce a single binary data block.

The maximum number of FETCH commands that you can include in a single 
request is very large. The maximum allowable number of data blocks in a single 
response to a client is 500. However, most applications typically use only one, or a 
few, data blocks per response.

The following is an example of a command script that you can send to Express 
using SnServerExecute. It includes two FETCH commands, which will result in two 
separate data blocks.

fetch sales; fetch expense

Including multiple expressions in a single FETCH command
A FETCH command produces a single data block. However, the syntax of FETCH 
allows you to pack the data for multiple expressions (for example, SALES and 
SALES-EXPENSE) in a single data block.

Understanding expressions in Express
An expression can consist of a simple variable or constant, or it can be the result of 
calculations performed one or more variables or constants. The data in a data block 
is typically derived from one or more dimensioned variables.

Let’s consider the Express variables SALES and EXPENSE. These variables both 
contain decimal data, and they are both dimensioned by MONTH, PRODUCT, and 
DISTRICT. You could conceive of these variables as cubes. Every value of SALES or 
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EXPENSE is defined by a unique combination of dimension values. For a given 
product in a given district, a SALES or EXPENSE figure for each month exists. 

Sample FETCH command with multiple expressions
The FETCH command shown below produces a single data block that contains all 
the values of SALES, EXPENSE, and SALES-EXPENSE that are currently in status.

fetch sales expense sales-expense

With this command, you are asking for the data defined by three expressions:

1. The SALES variable.

2. The EXPENSE variable.

3. A data item that has the same structure as both the SALES and the EXPENSE 
variables, but the decimal values are obtained by subtracting the value of 
EXPENSE from its corresponding value in SALES

Related information
See the Oracle Express Language Programming Guide for complete information on 
formulating expressions in Express.

Understanding Data Block Organization

Structure of a data block
The basic unit in a data block is a cell. If only one data expression exists, each cell 
contains a single data field. If multiple data expressions exist, each cell contains 
multiple fields, one for each expression. Associated with each cell are the edges for 
each data expression; these correspond to the dimensions of the data in Express.

Layout of a data block and its first cell
Suppose that you enter the following command.

fetch sales expense sales-expense labeled -
   across district down month product
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The basic organization of a data block in edges, cells, and fields is illustrated in the 
following diagram. It presents the first cell of the data block generated by the 
previous command. 

Data block components
FETCH packs the data for the three expressions, SALES, EXPENSE, and 
SALES-EXPENSE, in a single block. 

Edges
The edges of the block correspond to the dimensions of the expressions that are 
arguments to the FETCH command. In this case, the edges are MONTH, 
PRODUCT, and DISTRICT. 

Cells
The number of cells in the block is the product of the number of values in each 
dimension. In this case, if the data pertained to two products during a three-month 
period in four districts, there would be 24 cells in the data block (2 * 3 * 4). 
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Fields
Within each cell would be 3 fields, whose values would be the corresponding values 
from SALES, EXPENSE, and SALES-EXPENSE.

All fetched data is binary
The values within each field of each cell of a data block generated by FETCH are 
binary values. Numeric values are represented by their true binary values and are 
not encoded as text. Text values are represented by their ASCII values.

For information about how SNAPI converts data types between Express and C, see 
the topic ”Interpreting a Data Block” on page 5-19

Constructing Your FETCH Command

Deciding on the data you want to fetch
When you specify a FETCH command, you must consider what information you 
want included with the data, how you want the data presented, and how much data 
you want packaged in a single block. The presentation of the data depends on the 
needs of your application.

Using FETCH commands efficiently
In general, it is more efficient to use FETCH syntax to specify the presentation of the 
data up front than to rely solely on data-access mechanisms in SNAPI to read data 
items in an application-specific order. Also, fewer FETCH commands generating 
large data blocks are more efficient than many FETCH commands generating small 
data blocks (as long as the large data blocks do not contain unnecessary data).

What you can specify in a FETCH Command
The FETCH command packs the data for one or more expressions in a single data 
block. FETCH command syntax allows you to specify the following:

■ One or more expressions.

■ An identifier, or tag, for the data block.

■ Whether or not you want the dimension values included with the data.

■ One of two possible ways to order the data, other than the default.
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FETCH Command Syntax
The syntax of the FETCH command is illustrated as follows.

FETCH expression1  [expression2 ...] -       
                                             
   [TAG tag-expression]  [LABELED] -         
                                             
   [USING <dimensions>]                      
                                             
or
    _                 _   _                _ 
   | ACROSS dimensions | | DOWN dimension(s)|
   |_       NONE      _| |_     NONE       _|

FETCH keywords
With the optional TAG keyword, you can specify a text string of up to 254 
characters that your client application can use as an identifier for the returned data 
block. 

If you specify the optional LABELED keyword, FETCH includes the dimension 
values, which you can use as labels for the data. 

If you do not specify a USING or DOWN/ACROSS clause, FETCH organizes the 
data in its default order. The USING keyword allows you to specify the 
organization of the data by listing the dimensions from fastest-varying to 
slowest-varying. The ACROSS and DOWN keywords allow you to specify which 
dimensions should provide the ACROSS and/or DOWN values in a data block 
organized in columns and rows.

Matching dimensionality in all expressions
Multiple expressions in a single FETCH command must have the same dimensions, 
specified in the same order. If you specify multiple expressions with different 
dimensionality in one FETCH command, the ordering of the dimensions from 
fastest to slowest varying is not predictable.

Examples of FETCH command syntax
This chapter includes examples of ordered data, along with diagrams of data blocks 
that correspond to that ordering. Each example illustrates the use of the FETCH 
command syntax.
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The first example uses no keywords in the FETCH command. The second and third 
use different keywords, and the fourth specifies multiple expressions.

All of the syntax examples use the Express SALES and EXPENSE variables. Before 
the FETCH command is executed the following Express commands are used to 
target twelve cells of data in each variable.

limit month to ’JAN95’ ’FEB95’ ’MAR95’
limit product to ’CANOES’ ’TENTS’
limit district to ’BOSTON’ ’SEATTLE’

Related information
For a more information about the syntax of the FETCH command, see the other 
topics in this chapter and refer to the Express Language Help.

Ordering Data Without FETCH Keywords

Ordering data by default
When you do not specify a USING or DOWN/ACROSS clause, the dimensions of 
the data vary from fastest to slowest, in the order they are listed in the Express 
object definitions. You can view default data ordering in Express by executing a 
REPORT command with no layout keywords. 

When you fetch data without USING or DOWN/ACROSS clauses, you are 
accessing the data according to the order in which it is stored. This is more efficient 
than forcing a different layout with USING or DOWN/ACROSS. However, explicit 
use of USING or DOWN/ACROSS clauses can make your application clearer to 
read and easier to maintain. You can use these layout keywords simply to clarify the 
default behavior of FETCH. You do not have to use them to force a different layout 
of your data.

Example 1: Ordering data by default
The following command presents the twelve targeted values from the SALES 
variable, in default order. 

report sales
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The command produces the following report.

DISTRICT: BOSTON
               -------------SALES--------------
               -------------MONTH--------------
PRODUCT          JAN95      FEB95      MAR95
-------------- ---------- ---------- ----------
CANOES          66,013.92  76,083.84  91,748.16
TENTS           32,153.52  32,536.30  43,062.75
DISTRICT: SEATTLE
               -------------SALES--------------
               -------------MONTH--------------
PRODUCT          JAN95      FEB95      MAR95
-------------- ---------- ---------- ----------
CANOES          64,111.50  71,899.23  83,943.86
TENTS           43,568.02  41,191.28  51,547.23

Diagram 1: Ordering data by default
Suppose that you enter the following FETCH command to produce the data in the 
previous report.

fetch sales labeled

The following diagram illustrates the organization of the data block resulting from a 
request to fetch the data in Example 1. This FETCH command does not contain 
DOWN, ACROSS or USING keywords, and therefore uses default criteria for 
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ordering the data. MONTH is the fastest-varying dimension, and DISTRICT is the 
slowest-varying.
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Ordering Data with the USING Keyword

Ordering data by dimension
If your application does not need to present data in columns and rows, but you 
want to dictate which dimensions vary the fastest, you can use the USING keyword 
with FETCH. 

Example 2: Ordering data by dimension
The USING keyword allows you to specify the order of the data by simply listing 
the dimensions from fastest-varying to slowest-varying. The order of the 
dimensions associated with each cell in the data block is the same as the dimension 
order you specify with the FETCH command.

The following REPORT command illustrates the order of the SALES data when 
DISTRICT is the fastest-varying and PRODUCT is the slowest-varying dimension.

report group product down month across district:sales

The command produces the following report.

PRODUCT: CANOES
                --------SALES--------
                ------DISTRICT-------
MONTH             BOSTON    SEATTLE
--------------  ---------- ----------
JAN95           66,013.92  64,111.50
FEB95           76,083.84  71,899.23
MAR95           91,748.16  83,943.86
PRODUCT: TENTS
                --------SALES--------
                ------DISTRICT-------
MONTH             BOSTON    SEATTLE
--------------  ---------- ----------
JAN95           32,153.52  43,568.02
FEB95           32,536.30  41,191.28
MAR95           43,062.75  51,547.23

Diagram 2: Ordering data by dimension
Suppose that you enter the following command.

fetch sales labeled using <district month product>
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The following diagram illustrates the USING keyword. This FETCH command 
generates the SALES data in the same order as Example 2.
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Ordering Data with ACROSS and DOWN Keywords

Ordering data by columns and rows
The ACROSS and DOWN keywords to the FETCH command are useful for 
applications that present Express data in two-dimensional reports with columns 
and rows. The ACROSS keyword indicates which dimensions provide the column 
values, and the DOWN keyword indicates which dimensions provide the row 
values.

Specifying more than one ACROSS or DOWN keyword
If you specify more than one ACROSS or DOWN dimension, the dimensions vary 
from slowest to fastest, with the first dimension you specify being the slowest.

Specifying both ACROSS and DOWN
If you specify both ACROSS and DOWN, then only the first value in status for any 
unspecified dimension is used in the data block

Specifying one without the other
If you specify ACROSS dimensions but no DOWN dimensions, then all unspecified 
dimensions default to DOWN dimensions. Similarly, if you specify DOWN 
dimensions but no ACROSS dimensions, then all unspecified dimensions default to 
ACROSS dimensions. Any unspecified dimensions vary from fastest to slowest in 
the order that the dimensions appear in the object definitions. 

Specifying the NONE keyword
When you specify either ACROSS or DOWN dimensions, but not both, you can 
prevent the varying of unspecified dimensions by specifying the NONE keyword. 
NONE causes only the first value in status for any unspecified dimension to be 
used in the data block. You cannot use NONE when specifying both ACROSS and 
DOWN dimensions.
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Example 3: Ordering data by columns and rows
The REPORT command below presents the same SALES values shown in 
Example 2, but with DISTRICT the fastest varying dimension and MONTH the 
slowest.

report group month down product across district:sales

The command produces the following report.

MONTH: JAN95
                --------SALES--------
                ------DISTRICT-------
PRODUCT           BOSTON    SEATTLE
--------------  ---------- ----------
CANOES          66,013.92  64,111.50
TENTS           32,153.52  43,568.02
MONTH: FEB95
                --------SALES--------
                ------DISTRICT-------
PRODUCT           BOSTON    SEATTLE
--------------  ---------- ----------
CANOES          76,083.84  71,899.23
TENTS           32,536.30  41,191.28
MONTH: MAR95
                --------SALES--------
                ------DISTRICT-------
PRODUCT           BOSTON    SEATTLE
--------------  ---------- ----------
CANOES          91,748.16  83,943.86
TENTS           43,062.75  51,547.23

Diagram 3: Ordering data by columns and rows
Suppose that you enter the following FETCH command.

fetch sales labeled across district down month product
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The following diagram illustrates the FETCH command with DOWN and ACROSS 
keywords that generate the SALES data in the same order as Example 3. 
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Including Multiple Data Expressions

Creating data blocks with multiple expressions
The data blocks illustrated in Diagrams 1, 2, and 3 contain a single field. This field 
holds the data for a single expression: SALES. When you specify more than one 
expression with FETCH, you generate a data block with multiple fields.

Example 4: Including multiple expressions
The REPORT command below presents the values of two expressions: EXPENSE 
and SALES-EXPENSE.

report sales sales-expense
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The command produces the following report.

DISTRICT: BOSTON
               ------------EXPENSE-------------
               -------------MONTH--------------
PRODUCT          JAN95      FEB95      MAR95
-------------- ---------- ---------- ----------
CANOES          64,767.00  74,316.94  89,153.89
TENTS           30,194.00  30,552.00  39,904.58

DISTRICT: SEATTLE
               ------------EXPENSE-------------
               -------------MONTH--------------
PRODUCT          JAN95      FEB95      MAR95
-------------- ---------- ---------- ----------
CANOES          62,325.56  69,931.55  81,145.19
TENTS           40,046.63  38,165.04  47,232.84

DISTRICT: BOSTON
               ---------SALES-EXPENSE----------
               -------------MONTH--------------
PRODUCT          JAN95      FEB95      MAR95
-------------- ---------- ---------- ----------
CANOES           1,246.92   1,766.90   2,594.27
TENTS            1,959.52   1,984.30   3,158.17

DISTRICT: SEATTLE
               ---------SALES-EXPENSE----------
               -------------MONTH--------------
PRODUCT          JAN95      FEB95      MAR95
-------------- ---------- ---------- ----------
CANOES           1,785.94   1,967.68   2,798.67
TENTS            3,521.39   3,026.24   4,314.39

Diagram 4: Including multiple expressions
Suppose that you produce the data with the following FETCH command.

fetch sales expense sales-expense labeled
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The following diagram illustrates the organization of the data block resulting from a 
request to fetch the data for three expressions: SALES, EXPENSE, and 
SALES-EXPENSE. (Two of the expressions are shown in Example 4.)
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Ordering of cells and fields with multiple expressions
In Diagram 4, the FETCH command uses default criteria for ordering the data. Since 
the data is derived from three expressions in Express, each cell in the data block 
contains three data fields. SALES is in field 1, EXPENSE is in field 2, and 
SALES-EXPENSE is in field 3.

A data block containing data for multiple expressions has a field for each expression 
in each cell of the data block. The order of the cells is unaffected by the number of 
fields. The USING or DOWN and ACROSS keywords with FETCH have the same 
effect on the presentation of the data block whether the cells contain a single field or 
multiple fields.

Interpreting a Data Block

Reading the data in a block
To read data from a SNAPI data block, you must first determine the characteristics 
of the block’s edges and fields. Then you must traverse the data block cell by cell. 
You can advance from cell to cell in the order specified by the FETCH command, or 
you can advance along a given edge.

SNAPI data-field access functions
SNAPI provides a group of functions that return the individual data items 
contained in the fields of a data block. Which of these functions you use depends on 
the data type associated with that field. In the Diagram 5, the block “Read Data in 
Field” would contain a call to one of these data-field access functions.
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The following table lists the data-field access functions. It also shows the 
correspondence between the Express data types and the C data types with which 
the functions deal.

SNAPI data types
SNAPI data types are represented in the formats used by the Microsoft C compiler, 
which uses the IEEE 754 format for single and double-precision floating point 
numbers. For more information about SNAPI data types, see Chapter 9. 

Short integer data not supported
The function SnDataFieldShort is intended to return a 2-byte signed integer of 
TYPE_SHORT corresponding to the Express SHORTINT data type. However, the 
current version of SNAPI does not support a short integer type. 

The reason for this lies in the way Express handles expressions. The Express FETCH 
command actually returns values of an Express expression, even if what is being 
retrieved is the value of a simple variable. Express always generates integer 
expressions as type INTEGER (4 bytes), even if all of the terms of the expression are 
of type SHORTINTEGER (2 bytes). 

Therefore, it is not possible for SNAPI, as it currently exists, to ever return a short 
integer as a value of a data block field. If you call SnDataFieldShort, it will always 
return -1 (error).

SNAPI Function Express Data Type Return Value in C

SnDataFieldLong INTEGER and 
SHORTINTEGER

Long Integer (4 bytes)

SnDataFieldDouble DECIMAL Double-Precision Floating Point

SnDataFieldSingle SHORTDECIMAL Single-Precision Floating Point

SnDataFieldString TEXT String

SnDataFieldID ID ID

SnDataFieldBoolean BOOLEAN Boolean

SnDataFieldDate DATE Long Integer (4 bytes)
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Traversing a data block
The SNAPI functions for interpreting fetched data provide you with tools for 
obtaining data from a data block. The way you use these tools depends on the needs 
of your application.

Two important functions are SnDataNext and SnDataReset, which allow you to 
traverse a data block cell by cell. You can either move from cell to cell in the order 
specified by FETCH, or you can advance along a given edge.

For information about each of the SNAPI functions for interpreting fetched data, see 
Chapter 8.

Diagram 5: Traversing a data block
The following diagram shows how you might use SNAPI functions to either read 
all the data of a data block, or to read the data along one edge of a data block. The 
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data on one edge corresponds to the data for one Express dimension, which results 
from varying that one dimension without varying any of the other dimensions.
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Data for Diagrams 6 and 7
Diagrams 6 and 7 in this chapter, illustrate how you can traverse a data block using 
two different methods. Both diagrams use the Express SALES variable. Before the 
FETCH command is executed the following Express commands are used to target 
six cells of data in the variable.

limit month to ’JAN95’ ’FEB95’ ’MAR95’
limit product to ’CANOES’ ’TENTS’
limit district to ’BOSTON’

The following REPORT command presents the six SALES values.

report sales
DISTRICT: BOSTON
               -------------SALES--------------
               -------------MONTH--------------
PRODUCT          JAN95      FEB95      MAR95
-------------- ---------- ---------- ----------
CANOES          66,013.92  76,083.84  91,748.16
TENTS           32,153.52  32,536.30  43,062.75

The following FETCH command produces the data in Diagrams 6 and 7.

fetch sales labeled

Diagram 6 shows how you perform a straight traversal of the data block. Diagram 7 
shows how you can traverse the data block by edge.
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Diagram 6: Straight traversal of a data block
The following diagram illustrates the calls to SnDataReset and SnDataNext that you 
would use to traverse the data block from beginning to end, advancing from cell to 
cell in the order specified by the FETCH command. 

Diagram 7: Traversal of a data block by edge
The following diagram shows how you can move from cell 1 to cell 2 to cell 5 to cell 
4 in this same data block. By specifying an edge index of 2 (the PRODUCT 
dimension) as an argument to SnDataNext and SnDataReset, you can move to the 
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next cell for that edge or reset to the first cell for that edge while keeping all other 
edge values the same.

Sample Code for Interpreting a Data Block

Context for the sample code
The sample C code in this topic illustrates the use of SNAPI functions to retrieve 
data from a data block. It assumes that you have already called SnServerExecute to 
execute a FETCH command in Express and that you have obtained the data block 
handle by calling SnResponseData. 
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Sample code
The following example shows the sample code for interpreting a data block.

/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/** sndump.h - SNAPI data block dump public header          **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/* A dump control block to pass caller-specific information
   among data dump routines */
   typedef struct
     {                          /* DUMPCB */
     HWND hWnd;                 /* target window handle */
     int nBufSize;              /* size of formatting buffer */
     LPSTR buffer;              /* ptr to formatting buffer */
     void (*dump)(LPSTR, HWND); /* dump method */
     } DUMPCB, FAR *LPDUMPCB;   /* DUMPCB */
/* Prototype for public dump routine */
#if PROTOTYPE                   /* PROTOTYPE */
   extern void SnDumpData(      /* SnDumpData */
     HDATA hData,               /* data block handle */
     LPDUMPCB lpDcb);           /* ptr to dump control block */
#else                           /* PROTOTYPE */
   extern void SnDumpData();    /* SnDumpData */
#endif                          /* PROTOTYPE */
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/**  sndump.c - SNAPI data block dump interface             **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
#include <stdio.h>              /* C run-time standard i/o */
#include <windows.h>            /* Windows */
#include <string.h>             /* Windows string and memory */
#include <stdarg.h>             /* variable-length arg lists */
#include <limits.h>             /* architectural limits */
#include "snapi.h"              /* SNAPI */
#include "sndump.h"             /* SNAPI data dump interface */
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/**  Macros                                                 **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/* Formatting buffer sizes */
#define LABELMAX 32
#define TAGMAX 32
#define NAMEMAX 32
#define DESCMAX 64
#define CELLMAX 512
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/**  Global data                                            **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
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    static char *szTypeNames[] =
      {                         /* data type names */
      "INVALID", "BOOLEAN", "DATE",    "ID",      "SHORT",
      "LONG",    "SINGLE",  "DOUBLE",  "STRING",  "MIXED"
      };                        /* data type names */
#ifdef WIN32
#define STRLEN strlen
#define VSPRINTF vsprintf
#else
#define STRLEN _fstrlen
#define VSPRINTF wvsprintf
#endif
   extern void logShow(LPSTR str, HWND hLogWnd);
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/** Forward References                                      **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
   static void NEAR dumpHeader(HDATA hData, LPDUMPCB lpDcb);
   static void NEAR dumpTag(HDATA hData, LPDUMPCB lpDcb);
   static void NEAR dumpEdges(HDATA hData, LPDUMPCB lpDcb);
   static void NEAR dumpFields(HDATA hData, LPDUMPCB lpDcb);
   static void NEAR dumpDesc(HDATA hData, LPDUMPCB lpDcb,
     int nField);
   static void NEAR dumpCells(HDATA hData, LPDUMPCB lpDcb);
   static void NEAR dumpCell(HDATA hData, LPDUMPCB lpDcb,
     int nNumFields, int nNumEdges);
   static void NEAR dumpLabels(HDATA, LPDUMPCB, int);
   static void NEAR CDECL snvprintf(LPDUMPCB lpDcb,
     LPSTR fmtstr, ...);
   static LPSTR NEAR fixString(LPSTR lpszStr, UINT nBufSize);
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/**  PUBLIC FUNCTIONS                                       **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/**  SnDumpData                                             **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
   void SnDumpData(HDATA hData, LPDUMPCB lpDcb)
     {                          /* SnDumpData */
     if ((HDATA) 0 == hData)
       return;
     if (SNAPI_SUCCESS != SnDataReset(hData, 0))
       return;
     snvprintf(lpDcb, "HEADER DUMP:\n");
     dumpHeader(hData, lpDcb);
     dumpTag(hData, lpDcb);
     snvprintf(lpDcb, "EDGE METADATA DUMP:\n");
     dumpEdges(hData, lpDcb);
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     snvprintf(lpDcb, "FIELD DESCRIPTION DUMP:\n");
     dumpFields(hData, lpDcb);
     dumpCells(hData, lpDcb);
     snvprintf(lpDcb, "END_OF_DATA\n");
     SnDataReset(hData, 0);
     return;
     }                          /* SnDumpData */
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/**  PRIVATE FUNCTIONS                                      **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/**  dumpLabels - dump cell labels or edge indices          **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
   static void NEAR dumpLabels(HDATA hData, LPDUMPCB lpDcb, 
     int nNumEdges)
     {                          /* dumpLabels */
     unsigned char szLabel[LABELMAX];
                                /* buffer for label */
     unsigned char szEdge[NAMEMAX];
                                /* buffer for edge name */
     int i;                     /* loop counter */
     LPSTR delim;               /* field delimiter */
     BOOL isLabeled;            /* is data block labeled? */
     long index;                /* edge index */
/* Text */
     if (!nNumEdges)
       return;
     snvprintf(lpDcb, "(");
     isLabeled = SnDataHasLabels(hData);
     for (i = 1 ; i <= nNumEdges ; i++)
       {                        /* traverse edges */
       if (i < nNumEdges)
         delim = ", ";
       else
         delim = "";
       if (SNAPI_SUCCESS == SnDataEdgeName(hData, i, szEdge,
             sizeof(szEdge)))
         if (isLabeled)
           {                    /* data block has labels */
           if (SNAPI_SUCCESS == SnDataEdgeValue(hData, i,
               szLabel, sizeof(szLabel)))
             snvprintf(lpDcb, "%s %s%s", (LPSTR) szEdge,
               (LPSTR) szLabel, delim);
           else
             snvprintf(lpDcb, "<error>%s", delim);
           }                    /* data block has labels */
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         else
           {                    /* data block has no labels */
           if ((index = SnDataEdgeIndex(hData, i)) >= 0)
             snvprintf(lpDcb, "%s %ld%s", (LPSTR) szEdge,
               index, delim);
           else
             snvprintf(lpDcb, "<error>%s", delim);
           }                    /* data block has no labels */
       else
         snvprintf(lpDcb, "<error>%s", delim);
       }                        /* traverse edges */
     snvprintf(lpDcb, "): ");
     return;
     }                          /* traverse edges */
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/**  dumpHeader - dump data block header                    **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
   static void NEAR dumpHeader(HDATA hData, LPDUMPCB lpDcb)
     {                         /* dumpHeader */
     int n;                    /* number of edges or fields */
/* Text */
     n = SnDataNumEdges(hData);
     if (n >= 0)
       snvprintf(lpDcb, "NumEdges: %d  ", n);
     n = SnDataNumFields(hData);
     if (n >= 0)
       snvprintf(lpDcb, "NumFields: %d  ", n);
     snvprintf(lpDcb, "\n");
     return;
     }                          /* dumpHeader */
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/**  dumpTag - dump data block tag string, if any           **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
   static void NEAR dumpTag(HDATA hData, LPDUMPCB lpDcb)
     {                          /* dumpTag */
     unsigned char szTag[TAGMAX];
                                /* tag buffer */
     SNAPIRESULT result;        /* result code */
/* Text */
     result = SnDataTag(hData, szTag, sizeof(szTag));
     if (SNAPI_SUCCESS == result || SNAPI_TOO_SMALL == result)
       snvprintf(lpDcb, "DATA BLOCK TAG: %s", (LPSTR) szTag);
     snvprintf(lpDcb, "\n");
     }                          /* dumpTag */
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
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/**  dumpEdges - dump edge descriptions                     **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
   static void NEAR dumpEdges(HDATA hData, LPDUMPCB lpDcb)
     {                          /* dumpEdges */
     int nNumEdges;             /* number of edges in block */
     long lLength;              /* edge length */
     unsigned char szName[NAMEMAX];
                                /* edge name buffer */
     SNAPIRESULT result;        /* result code */
     int i;                     /* loop counter */
/* Text */
     if ((nNumEdges = SnDataNumEdges(hData)) >= 0)
       for (i = 1 ; i <= nNumEdges ; i++)
         {                      /* traverse edges */
         lLength = SnDataEdgeNumValues(hData, i);
         if (lLength >= 0)
           {                    /* edge has values */
           snvprintf(lpDcb, "EDGE %u: Length %ld  ", i,
             lLength);
           result = SnDataEdgeName(hData, i, szName,
             sizeof(szName));
           if (SNAPI_SUCCESS == result ||
               SNAPI_TOO_SMALL == result)
             snvprintf(lpDcb, "Name: %s\n", (LPSTR) szName);
           else
             snvprintf(lpDcb, "\n");
           }                    /* edge has values */
         }                      /* traverse edges */
     return;
     }                          /* dumpEdges */
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/**  dumpFields - dump field descriptions                   **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
   static void NEAR dumpFields(HDATA hData, LPDUMPCB lpDcb)
     {                          /* dumpFields */
     int nNumFields;            /* number of fields in block */
     int i;                     /* loop counter */
/* Text */
     nNumFields = SnDataNumFields(hData);
     if (nNumFields > 0)
       for (i = 1 ; i <= nNumFields ; i++)
         dumpDesc(hData, lpDcb, i);
     return;
     }                          /* dumpFields */
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
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/**  dumpDesc - dump a field description                    **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
   static void NEAR dumpDesc(HDATA hData, LPDUMPCB lpDcb,
     int nField)
     {                          /* dumpDesc */
     SNAPITYPE datatype;        /* field datatype */
     int length;                /* field (maximum) length */
     unsigned char szDesc[DESCMAX];
                                /* description buffer */
     SNAPIRESULT result;        /* result code */
/* Text */
     datatype = SnDataFieldTypeAny(hData, nField);
     if (BAD_TYPE == datatype)
       return;
     length = SnDataFieldLengthAny(hData, nField);
     if (length < 0)
       return;
     snvprintf(lpDcb, "FIELD %d: Type %s, Length %d  ", nField,
       (LPSTR) szTypeNames[(int) datatype + 1], length);
     result = SnDataFieldName(hData, nField, szDesc,
       sizeof(szDesc));
     if (SNAPI_SUCCESS == result || SNAPI_TOO_SMALL == result)
       snvprintf(lpDcb, "Name: %s\n", (LPSTR) szDesc);
     else
       snvprintf(lpDcb, "\n");
     return;
     }                          /* dumpDesc */
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/**  dumpCells - dump cells in data block                   **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
   static void NEAR dumpCells(HDATA hData, LPDUMPCB lpDcb)
     {                          /* dumpCells */
     int nNumFields;            /* number of fields in block */
     int nNumEdges;             /* number of edges in block  */
     BOOL more;                 /* more data to dump? */
/* Text */
     nNumFields = SnDataNumFields(hData);
     if (nNumFields < 0)
       return;
     nNumEdges = SnDataNumEdges(hData);
     if (nNumEdges < 0)
       return;
     snvprintf(lpDcb, "DATA DUMP\n");
     more = (SNAPI_SUCCESS == SnDataReset(hData, 0));
     while (more)
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       {                        /* traverse cells */
       dumpCell(hData, lpDcb, nNumEdges, nNumFields);
       more = (SNAPI_SUCCESS == SnDataNext(hData, 0));
       }                        /* traverse cells */
     return;
     }                          /* dumpCells */
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/**  dumpCell - dump the contents of a cell                 **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
   static void NEAR dumpCell(HDATA hData, LPDUMPCB lpDcb,
     int nNumEdges, int nNumFields)
     {                          /* dumpCell */
     unsigned char buffer[CELLMAX];
                                /* cell value buffer */
     SNAPIRESULT result;        /* result code */
     SNAPITYPE datatype;        /* cell datatype */
     int i;                     /* loop counter */
     LPSTR delim;               /* field delimiter */
     static char fmtbuf[32];    /* near fromatting buffer */
/* Text of dumpCell */
     dumpLabels(hData, lpDcb, nNumEdges);
     for (i = 1 ; i <= nNumFields ; i++)
       {                        /* output a field */
       if (i < nNumFields)
         delim = ", ";
       else
         delim = "";
       if (!SnDataFieldHasValue(hData, i))
         {
         snvprintf(lpDcb, "NA%s", delim);
         continue;
         }
       datatype = SnDataFieldTypeCurrent(hData, i);
       switch (datatype)
         {                      /* dump field value */
         case TYPE_BOOL:
           snvprintf(lpDcb, "%s%s", SnDataFieldBoolean(hData,
             i) ? (LPSTR) "TRUE" : (LPSTR) "FALSE", delim);
           break;
case TYPE_DATE:
           snvprintf(lpDcb, "%ld%s", SnDataFieldDate(hData, i),
             delim);
           break;
case TYPE_ID:
           result = SnDataFieldID(hData, i, buffer,
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             sizeof(buffer));
           if (SNAPI_SUCCESS == result ||
               SNAPI_TOO_SMALL == result)
             snvprintf(lpDcb, "%.8s%s", (LPSTR) buffer, delim);
           else
             snvprintf(lpDcb, "%.8s%s", (LPSTR) "<error>",
               delim);
           break;
case TYPE_SHORT:
           snvprintf(lpDcb, "%hd%s", SnDataFieldShort(hData,
             i), delim);
           break;
case TYPE_LONG:
           snvprintf(lpDcb, "%ld%s", SnDataFieldLong(hData, i),
             delim);
           break;
case TYPE_SINGLE:
           sprintf(fmtbuf, "%f", (double) SnDataFieldSingle(hData, i));
           snvprintf(lpDcb, "%s%s", (LPSTR) fmtbuf, delim);
           break;
case TYPE_DOUBLE:
           sprintf(fmtbuf, "%f", SnDataFieldDouble(hData, i));
           snvprintf(lpDcb, "%s%s", (LPSTR) fmtbuf, delim);
           break;
case TYPE_STRING:
           result = SnDataFieldString(hData, i, buffer,
             sizeof(buffer));
           if (SNAPI_SUCCESS == result ||
               SNAPI_TOO_SMALL == result)
             snvprintf(lpDcb, "%s%s", (LPSTR) buffer, delim);
           else
             snvprintf(lpDcb, "%s%s", (LPSTR) "<error>",
               delim);
           break;
default:
           snvprintf(lpDcb, "<unknown type: %d>%s", 
             (int) datatype, delim);
           return;
           break;
         }                      /* dump field value */
       }                        /* output a field */
     snvprintf(lpDcb, "\n");
     }                          /* dumpCell */
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/** snvprintf - format and display text                     **/
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/**                                                         **/
/** If the dump control  block has a dump method, snvprintf **/
/** invokes it, passing it the formatted character string   **/
/** and window handle.  Otherwise, snvprintf just calls     **/
/** vprintf.                                                **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
   static void NEAR CDECL snvprintf(LPDUMPCB lpDcb,
     LPSTR fmtstr, ...)
     {                          /* snvprintf */
     va_list args;              /* variable arguments */
     LPSTR lpszBuffer;          /* formatting buffer */
     void (*dump)(LPSTR, HWND); /* dump method */
/* Text */
     va_start(args, fmtstr);
     if (!lpDcb)
       return;
     lpszBuffer = lpDcb->buffer;
     if (!lpszBuffer)
       return;
     VSPRINTF(lpszBuffer, (LPSTR) fmtstr, args);
     dump = lpDcb->dump;
     if (dump)
       (*dump)(fixString(lpszBuffer, lpDcb->nBufSize),
         lpDcb->hWnd);
#if !MSDOS
     else
       vprintf(fmtstr, args);
#endif
     va_end(args);
     }                          /* snvprintf */
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
/** fixString - insert ’\r’s after ’\n’s in a string        **/
/**                                                         **/
/** This function is useful if you have a string from XAPI  **/
/** that you want to display in a Windows edit control.     **/
/**---------------------------------------------------------**/
   static LPSTR NEAR fixString(LPSTR lpszStr, UINT nBufSize)
     {                          /* fixString */
     UINT nBytes;               /* bytes in original string */
     UINT nBytesLeft;           /* bytes left in new string */
     LPSTR lpszBuffer;          /* format buffer */
     LPSTR lpszBufPtr;          /* pointer into buffer */
/* Here is a bit of hackery.  We hope that the buffer in the 
   data dump structure is a general-purpose one that is 
   considerably larger than the formatted data field, and we
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   format into the tail of the buffer.  We do ensure that we 
   don’t overrun the buffer. */
     nBytes = STRLEN(lpszStr);
     lpszBufPtr = lpszBuffer = lpszStr + nBytes + 1;
     if (nBytes + 2 > nBufSize)
       nBytesLeft = 0;
     else
       nBytesLeft = nBufSize - nBytes - 2;
     while (*lpszStr && nBytesLeft)
       {
       if (’\n’ == *lpszStr)
         if (--nBytesLeft)
           *lpszBufPtr++ = ’\r’;
         else
           break;
       if (--nBytesLeft)
         *lpszBufPtr++ = *lpszStr++;
       else
         break;
       }
     *lpszBufPtr = ’\0’;
/* If we ran out of space, just don’t fix the string: return
   the original pointer */
     if (!nBytesLeft)
       lpszBuffer = lpszStr;
     OemToAnsi((LPSTR) lpszBuffer, (LPSTR) lpszBuffer);
     return lpszBuffer;
     }                          /* fixString */
/**------------------------- EOF ---------------------------**/
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6
Reference: Managing a Connection

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter explains the syntax and usage of the SNAPI functions for managing a 
connection.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ SnTaskInit

■ SnTaskDestroy

■ SnStartServer

■ SnSetDomainIdentity

■ SnSetHostIdentity

■ SnGetServers

■ SnOpen

■ SnClose

SnTaskInit

Description
Initializes task-level data (that is, the SNAPI task context).
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Syntax
BOOL SnTaskInit 
(lpszAppName,hWnd,lpfnBlockFN,dwBlockData,uMsgComplete)

Return Value
One of the following SNAPI return codes:

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. Your SNAPI application should issue a single call to SnTaskInit before it calls 
any other SNAPI functions.

2. The window handle in the hWnd argument must reference a window that 
belongs to the calling task. This window should be a top-level window for the 
whole task. Your application must not destroy this window until after it calls 
SnTaskDestroy. If your application destroys this window, all connections for the 
task are closed and the task context is destroyed.

Parameter Type Description

lpszAppName text Application name. Appears in log for some transports.

hWnd HWND Parent window for message dispatch when client is 
blocked waiting for response from the server.

lpfnBlockFN FARPROC (Ignored in this release) Procedure instance for an 
application-provided function that will dispatch 
messages while the application is blocked waiting for 
response from the server.

dwBlockData ub4 (Ignored in this release) Application-provided data for 
blocking function lpfnBlock.

uMsgComplete ub4 (Ignored in this release) Message that marks begin and 
end of block. Message is posted to hWnd when Express 
processing begins (with WPARAM=0) or ends (with 
WPARAM=1).

Value Description

TRUE Task data successfully initialized.

FALSE Task data not successfully initialized.
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See Also
”SnOpen” on page 6-10

SnTaskDestroy

Description
Releases task-level data (i.e., the SNAPI task context). 

Syntax
void SnTaskDestroy(void)

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. Your SNAPI application should issue a single call to SnTaskDestroy after it has 
called its last SNAPI function. For most applications, SnTaskDestroy should be 
called as part of the handling of the WM_DESTROY message for the topmost 
application window. This ensures that the SNAPI task context is closed, 
whether your program exits normally or abnormally.

2. If your application is the last task to use a Service Provider DLL, SnTaskDestroy 
unloads it.

SnStartServer

Description
Requests that an RPC daemon (mdbrpcd) start an instance of Express Server 5, so 
that a subsequent SNAPI connection can be opened with SnOpen. SnStartServer 
accepts as an argument a string binding that identifies the Express service. The 
function returns the string binding for the instance of Express Server that the 
daemon started. You use the returned string binding as an argument to SnOpen.

This function is not relevant for connections to Express Server 6 or Personal 
Express.
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Syntax
SNAPIRESULT SnStartServer  
(lpszBinding,lpszUserID,lpszPassword,lpzService, nServiceLen)

Return Value
One of the following SNAPI result codes:

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. In general, a string binding has the form “UUID@protocol:host[endpoint],” 
where “UUID” is a Universal Unique Identifier that identifies an Express Server 
instance, “protocol” is the RPC transport protocol sequence, “host” is the name 
or IP address of the host on which Express is running, and “endpoint” is the 
port number on which the server accepts connection requests.

Parameter Type Description

lpszBinding text String binding of the service to start

lpszUserID text Used with lpszPassword to establish the Unix User ID 
under which the Express Server 5 process runs.

lpszPassword text Used with lpszUserID to establish the Unix User ID 
under which the Express Server 5 process runs

lpszService text String to receive string binding of Express Server 
instance

nServiceLen sword Size of lpszServer string

Symbolic Value Value Description

SNAPI_SUCCESS 0 Successful execution.

SNAPI_INVALID 1 Invalid addresses in lpszStart or lpszService or 
nServiceLen is less than zero.

SNAPI_FAILURE 3 SNAPI was unable to start the server.

SNAPI_TOO_SMALL 4 nServerLen is too small for the result.

SNAPI_NO_MATCH 5 No server was found for lpszStart.

SNAPI_BAD_AUTH 7 Invalid Unix User ID.
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For the lpszBinding argument, when you use the Microsoft RPC plus DCE 
transport protocol, specify the UUID, but specify empty brackets for the 
endpoint. When you use the Remote Operations transport protocol, leave out 
the UUID and the at sign (@); for the endpoint, specify the service identifier 
from the mdbrpcd configuration file.

2. The UUID or endpoint that you specify in the lpszBinding argument identifies 
an Express service that is listed in the mdbrpcd configuration file. The line in 
the configuration file records the Express Server 5 startup command with its 
command-line parameters. The string binding returned in lpszService identifies 
the instance of Express Server 5 with which this client will converse. 

If two clients want to connect to the same instance of Express Server 5, the 
second client must obtain the string binding identifying this instance from the 
first client, then specify it as an argument to SnOpen. The Express service must 
be configured in the mdbrpcd configuration file to allow shared access.

3. Before calling SnStartServer, the client must obtain the string binding for the 
Express service it wishes to access. The string bindings for available Express 
services may be stored in a file (e.g., an .INI file). This is the method used by 
Oracle applications that use SNAPI.

4. The system administrator can configure mdbrpcd to either ignore or require 
user IDs and passwords from client applications.

5. The Express Server instance started by SnStartServer will run under the user ID 
specified by the client, provided that the user ID and password are valid on the 
Unix host, and that mdbrpcd has not been configured to disallow this 
capability.

If mdbrpcd is going to start Express Server under the user ID provided by the 
client, it validates the password before proceeding. If the validation fails, 
mdbrpcd refuses to start the Express Server instance and SnStartServer returns 
SNAPI_BAD_AUTH.

6. Generally, you must preallocate a buffer for lpszService and indicate the size of 
the buffer in nServiceLen. However, if nServiceLen is zero, SnStartServer does not 
return the string binding, and lpszService is ignored.

See Also
Appendix A.
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SnSetDomainIdentity

Description
Stores a user ID, domain, and password to be used by SnOpen to establish an 
identity in an NT domain, when it makes a connection to Express Server 6. A client 
application uses this function when it will use authenticated RPC, and the user is 
not already logged into the domain.

SnSetDomainIdentity is intended primarily for Windows 3.1 clients, which cannot 
establish a domain identity at login, as Windows 95 and Windows NT clients can, 
and for 16-bit applications, which cannot use the login domain identity. In addition, 
32-bit clients can use this function to establish an NT domain identity in those 
situations in which the user is not already logged in.

This function is not relevant for connections to Express Server 5 or Personal 
Express.

Syntax
SNAPIRESULT SnSetDomainIdentity 
(lpszUserID,lpszDomain,lpszPassword)

Return Value
One of the following SNAPI result codes:

Parameter Type Description

lpszUserID text User ID.

lpszDomain text Domain name.

lpszPassword text Password.

Symbolic Value Value Description

SNAPI_SUCCESS 0 Successful execution.

SNAPI_INVALID 1 Invalid argument.
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Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. Do not use this function if you want to establish an identity on the server host 
computer. Use SnSetHostIdentity instead.

2. Because the security credentials established by SnSetDomainIdentity are not 
used until a call to SnOpen, it is possible for SnOpen to fail because of invalid 
credentials even though SnSetDomainIdentity succeeded.

See Also
”SnSetHostIdentity” on page 6-7 and ”SnOpen” on page 6-10

SnSetHostIdentity

Description
Stores a user ID, domain, and password to be encrypted and sent to the server with 
the call to SnOpen to establish an identity on the server host. 

This function is not relevant for connections to Express Server 5 or Personal 
Express.

Syntax
SNAPIRESULT SnSetHostIdentity 
(lpszUserID,lpszDomain,lpszPassword)                                                     

Parameter Type Description

lpszUserID text User ID.

lpszDomain text Domain name. Specify NULL if there is 
no domain.

lpszPassword text Password.
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Return Value
One of the following SNAPI result codes:

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. Do not use this function if you want to use authenticated RPC on an NT 
network. Use SnSetDomainIdentity instead.

2. Because the security credentials established by SnSetHostIdentity are not used 
until a call to SnOpen, it is possible for SnOpen to fail because of invalid 
credentials even though SnSetHostIdentity succeeded.

See Also
”SnOpen” on page 6-10

SnGetServers

Description
Returns one or more string bindings for a given Express Server 6 service (that is, 
instance) that is registered in an NT domain. If more than one string binding is 
returned, each one is on a separate line of the returned list. This function is relevant 
only for Express Server 6 running on an NT computer. 

Symbolic Value Value Description

SNAPI_SUCCESS 0 Successful execution.

SNAPI_INVALID 1 Invalid argument.
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Syntax
SNAPIRESULT SnGetServers 
(lpszName,lpszServerList,nListLen,nsType)

Return Value
One of the following SNAPI result codes:

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. String bindings are in the form “UUID@protocol:host[endpoint],” where 
“UUID” is a Universal Unique Identifier for the name service object, “protocol” 
is the RPC transport protocol offered by the server interface, “host” is the name 
or IP address of the host on which the server is running, and “endpoint” is the 
port number on which the server accepts connection requests.

Parameter Type Description

lpszName text The name of an Express service (that is, an instance of 
Express Server 6). This is the name specified in the 
ServerName setting for the service in the Express 
Configuration Manager.

lpszServerList text String to receive the string binding for the Express service 
specified in the IpszName parameter. If the service has 
more than one string binding, a list of string bindings is 
returned.

nListLen sword Length of lpszServerList string.

nsType NSTYPE All clients must specify the value NSTYPE_SERVER. This 
parameter is not relevant in this release.

Symbolic Value Value Description

SNAPI_SUCCESS 0 Successful execution.

SNAPI_INVALID 1 lpszName or lpszServerList are not valid addresses, 
or nListLen is less than zero.

SNAPI_FAILURE 3 SNAPI was unable to obtain server bindings.

SNAPI_TOO_SMALL 4 nListLen too small for list.

SNAPI_NO_MATCH 5 No matching servers found.
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2. The list returned in lpszServerList contains all the connection-oriented protocols 
registered in the NT domain for the service specified in the lpszName parameter. 
Because of differences in network configuration between machines, not all the 
string bindings in the list are necessarily usable by all clients.

3. The string bindings returned in lpszServerList are delimited by end-of-line 
characters (‘\n’).

4. The name service entry specified in lpszName is case-sensitive.

5. Callers must preallocate a buffer for lpszBindingList and indicate the size of the 
buffer in nListLen.

See Also
”SnOpen” on page 6-10 and type description for NSTYPE

SnOpen

Description
Establishes a connection to an instance of Express Server or to Personal Express and 
returns a service connection handle. 

Syntax
HSERVER SnOpen(lpszService,hWs,hWndParent,authn)

Parameter Type Description

lpszService text String binding of the Express service to which SNAPI 
should open a connection. The string binding has the 
form uuid@protocol:host[endpoint].

hWs ub4 An Express Server 6 or Personal Express 6 session 
identifier (i.e., workspace handle), which indicates that 
you want to connect to an existing session. Specify zero 
if you want SNAPI to establish a new session, or if you 
want to connect to Express Server 5 or Personal 
Express 5.
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Return Value
A SNAPI server connection handle or:

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. In general, a string binding has the form UUID@protocol:host[endpoint], where 
UUID is a Universal Unique Identifier that identifies an Express instance, 
protocol is the RPC transport protocol sequence, host is the name or IP address of 
the host on which Express is running, and endpoint is the port number on which 
the server accepts connection requests.

Depending on the RPC transport you are using, you can leave out some of the 
components. When you use the Microsoft RPC transport protocol, specify the 
UUID, but specify empty brackets for the endpoint. When you use the Remote 
Operations transport protocol, specify the endpoint, but leave out the UUID 
and the at sign (@). When you use Microsoft Local RPC, 16-Bit Direct Call, or 
DDE transports, simply specify the transport protocol sequence followed by a 
colon.

2. If you specify a null value for the transport protocol sequence in the string 
binding, SNAPI checks its own configuration. If support for the DDE transport 
is present, SNAPI uses it. Otherwise, it uses the 16-Bit Direct Call transport. If 
neither is present, SnOpen returns an error.

3. Which values you may specify for the authn argument depends on the security 
requirements of the Express Server instance. These security requirements are 
specified by the RequiredSecurityLevel and RequiredAuthenticationLevel 
settings in Express Configuration Manager. For more information, refer to 

hWndParent HWND Session window of calling application.

authn SNAPIAUTHN An enumerated type that determines whether 
authenticated RPC will be used to communicate with 
the server and, if so, what authentication and encryption 
conventions will be used.

Value Description

BAD_HANDLE Connection failed.

Parameter Type Description
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”Handling Security” on page 3-7and ”Security with Authenticated RPC” on 
page 3-11.

4. For connections to Express Server 5, the string binding you specify in the 
lpszService argument is the value returned in the lpszService argument to 
SnStartServer.

5. Ordinarily, you want SnOpen to establish a new Express session that is 
dedicated to your connection. In this case, specify the string binding for the 
Express instance to which you want to connect in the lpszService parameter, and 
specify a value of zero in the hWs parameter. If you want to share an existing 
Express session, use one of the following methods, depending on the version of 
Express to which you are connecting.

For connections to Express Server 6 or Personal Express 6, specify the 
session identifier for the existing session in the hWs parameter. Obtain the 
identifier by fetching the return value of the Express SHARESESSION function 
through the original SNAPI connection to the session. Also ensure that the login 
identity (i.e., user ID) that you use for this connection is the same as the one that 
was used for the original connection.

For connections to Express Server 5, specify zero in the hWs parameter, and 
specify the string binding for the existing instance of Express Server in the 
lpszService parameter. The instance must be configured to allow shared access.

Personal Express 5 does not support session sharing.

6. For connections to Personal Express, ensure that Personal Express is already 
running before calling SnOpen. Only one instance of a given version of 
Personal Express can run on your computer at any given time. For example, 
you cannot have two instances of Personal Express 6 running at the same 
time, but you can have Personal Express 5 and Personal Express 6 running 
simultaneously.

7. No more than three clients can be connected to Personal Express 5 at any given 
time. They can use SNAPI, CCXAPI, or DDE. If Personal Express 5 is already 
connected to three other clients, SnOpen returns an error.

Your first successful call to SnOpen establishes a connection to Personal 
Express 5. Subsequent calls return a different server connection handle.

8. The window handle in the hWndParent argument must reference a window that 
belongs to the calling task. SNAPI uses this window for this connection to 
Express. If you destroy the window, the session will be closed, just as if you had 
called SnClose. SNAPI creates a child window and handles the WM_DESTROY 
message for the child.
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9. The local or remote SNAPI service provider DLL is loaded by SnOpen if your 
application is the first task to need it.

10. If SnOpen returns BAD_HANDLE, you can call SnGetLastError to find a reason 
for the failure.

See Also
”SnClose” on page 6-13, ”SnGetServers” on page 6-8,Chapter 2 for a description of 
transport protocol sequences, ”Reference: Data Types” on page 9-1 for the type 
description for SNAUTHN, and Appendix A for information on Express Server 5 
configuration.

SnClose

Description
Closes a connection to Express Server.

Syntax
SNAPIRESULT SnClose(hServer)

Return Value
One of the following SNAPI result codes:

Parameter Type Description

hServer HSERVER Server connection handle.

Value Description

SNAPI_SUCCESS Connection successfully closed.

SNAPI_INVALID hServer is not a valid server handle.

SNAPI_FAILURE SNAPI was unable to close the connection.
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Note
Before exiting, whether normally or abnormally, your application must call SnClose 
for all server handles. After closing all connections, your application must call 
SnTaskDestroy.
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7
Reference: Executing Express Commands

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter explains the syntax and usage of the SNAPI functions for executing 
Express commands.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ SnServerExecute

■ SnResponseOutcome

■ SnResponseLog

■ SnResponseNumData

■ SnResponseData

■ SnGetLastError

SnServerExecute

Description
Sends a script of one or more Express commands to Express for execution. 
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Syntax
HRESPONSE SnServerExecute(hServer,lpszCmdStr)

Return Value
A SNAPI response handle or the following.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. If the command script contains multiple commands, separate the individual 
commands with semicolons.

2. A valid response handle indicates that the command was sent and executed, not 
that Express processed the command successfully. Use SnResponseOutcome to 
determine whether commands were executed successfully.

3. SnServerExecute can retrieve binary data from Express if you specify a FETCH 
command in the script in lpszCmdStr.

4. If SnServerExecute returns BAD_HANDLE, you can call SnGetLastError to get 
more information about the error.

See Also
”SnGetLastError” on page 7-6

Parameter Type Description

hServer HSERVER Express server connection handle.

lpszCmdStr text Express command script.

Value Description

BAD_HANDLE hServer is not a valid server handle, lpszCmdStr is not a valid 
address, or SNAPI was unable to send the command to be 
executed.
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SnResponseOutcome

Description
Returns a code that indicates whether Express successfully executed the command 
script that produced the response.

Syntax
SNAPIOUTCOME SnResponseOutcome(hResponse)

Return Value
One of the following SNAPI outcome codes.

Note
If the response represents the results of processing several commands, the code 
returned by SnResponseOutcome represents the most severe error that occurred.

Parameter Type Description

hResponse HRESPONSE Response handle.

Symbolic Value Value Description

BAD_OUTCOME -1 Invalid argument, function call unsuccessful.

OUTCOME_SUCCESS 0 Processing was successful.

OUTCOME_BREAK 1 Processing interrupted.

OUTCOME_ERROR 2 Processing completed with one or more non-fatal 
errors.

OUTCOME_SYSERROR 3 Processing was terminated by an Express system 
error.

OUTCOME_NO_MEMORY 4 Processing was terminated because Express was 
unable to obtain needed memory.

OUTCOME_ABORT 5 Client request to abort the current SNAPI 
transaction was successful.

OUTCOME_FATAL 6 A fatal error occurred during the processing of 
your transaction.
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SnResponseLog

Description
Provides the Express session log from a response.

Syntax
SNAPIRESULT SnResponseLog(hResponse,lpszLog,wLogLen)

Return Value
One of the following SNAPI result codes.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. Express normally writes the text output of Express commands to the session 
log. The text output of Express commands executed via SNAPI is written to the 
SNAPI session log and not to the local Express session log.

2. The log cannot exceed approximately 60K. If the size of the log exceeds the 
allowed maximum, SNAPI truncates the log to 60K. As long as you have 
allocated a buffer large enough to hold the log, SnResponseLog returns 
SNAPI_SUCCESS.

Parameter Type Description

hResponse HRESPONSE Response handle.

lpszLog text String to receive log.

nLogLen ub2 Size of lpszLog.

Symbolic Value Value Description

SNAPI_SUCCESS 0 Log retrieved successfully.

SNAPI_INVALID 1 hResponse is not a valid response handle, lpszLog is not 
a valid address, or wLogLen is less than zero.

SNAPI_TOO_SMALL 4 The size of the log exceeds the value of wLogLen.
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3. Callers must preallocate a buffer for lpszLog and indicate the size of the buffer in 
nLogLen.

SnResponseNumData

Description
Returns the number of data blocks in a response. Data blocks are the output of the 
Express FETCH command. 

Syntax
SWORD SnResponseNumData(hResponse)

Return Value
The number of data blocks in the response or the following.

SnResponseData

Description
Returns a handle for a data block in a response. 

Parameter Type Description

hResponse HRESPONSE Response handle.

Value Description

-1 Invalid response handle.
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Syntax
HDATA SnResponseData(hResponse,nBlockIndex)

Return Value
A data block handle or the following.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. To obtain a handle to the first data block associated with a response, specify a 
block index of 1 in the argument nBlockIndex.

2. If SnResponseData returns BAD_HANDLE, you can call SnGetLastError to get 
more information about the error.

See Also
”SnGetLastError” on page 7-6

SnGetLastError

Description
Returns the result code for the last SNAPI error that occurred for the client.

Syntax
SNAPIRESULT SnGetLastError()

Parameter Type Description

hResponse HRESPONSE Response handle.

nBlockIndex sword 1-based position of the data block in the list of data 
blocks associated with the response.

Value Description

BAD_HANDLE hResponse is not a valid response handle, or 
nBlockIndex is less than one or out of range.
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Return Value
A SNAPI result code.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. Because the last error is not reset to SNAPI_SUCCESS on successful completion 
of an API function, SnGetLastError should be called only after an API function 
call fails.

2. This function is especially useful for those SNAPI functions that return a 
handle.

3. Since the last error is saved at the task or process level, SnGetLastError may 
return an apparently incorrect value in multi-threaded client applications 
because of race conditions.

Value Description

SNAPI_NO_SERVICE Returned after SnOpen failed because it could not 
load an appropriate service provider DLL.

SNAPI_NOT_IMPLEMENTED Returned after a call to a SNAPI function that is not 
implemented.

SNAPI_DATATYPE_MISMATCH Returned after a call to one of the SnDataField* 
functions that requests a value of a particular data 
type for a cell of a different data type.

SNAPI_PAUSED Returned after a call to SnServerExecute failed 
because the server was paused.

SNAPI_STOPPING Returned after a call to SnServerExecute failed 
because the server was in the process of shutting 
down.
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8
Reference: Interpreting Fetched Data

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter explains the syntax and usage of the SNAPI functions for interpreting 
fetched data.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ SnDataEdgeIndex

■ SnDataEdgeName

■ SnDataEdgeNumValues

■ SnDataEdgeValue

■ SnDataFieldBoolean

■ SnDataFieldDate

■ SnDataFieldDouble

■ SnDataFieldHasValue

■ SnDataFieldID

■ SnDataFieldLengthAny

■ SnDataFieldLengthCurrent

■ SnDataFieldLong
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■ SnDataFieldName

■ SnDataFieldShort

■ SnDataFieldSingle

■ SnDataFieldString

■ SnDataFieldTypeAny

■ SnDataFieldTypeCurrent

■ SnDataHasLabels

■ SnDataNext

■ SnDataNumEdges

■ SnDataNumFields

■ SnDataReset

■ SnDataTag

■ SnFree

SnDataEdgeIndex

Description
Returns the position in a specified edge of the current cell.

Syntax
sb4 SnDataEdgeIndex(hData,nEdgeIndex)

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nEdgeIndex sword 1-based position of this edge in the list of edges 
associated with the data block.
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Return Value
A signed 4-byte value or the following.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. To obtain the position in the first edge associated with a data block, specify an 
edge index of 1 in the argument nEdgeIndex.

2. The return value of SnDataEdgeIndex is a 1-based integer indicating a position 
in an edge. This corresponds to getting the integer position of a dimension 
value.

SnDataEdgeName

Description
Provides the name of a data block edge.

Syntax
SNAPIRESULT SnDataEdgeName 
(hData,nEdgeIndex,lpszEdgeName,nNameLen)

Value Description

-1 hData is not a valid data block handle or nEdgeIndex is less than one or out of 
range.

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nEdgeIndex sword 1-based position of this edge in the list of edges associated 
with the data block.

lpszEdgeName text String to receive edge name.

nNameLen sword Length of lpszEdgeName.
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Return Value
One of the following SNAPI result codes.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. To obtain the name of the first edge associated with a data block, specify an 
edge index of 1 in the argument nEdgeIndex.

2. Callers must preallocate a buffer for lpszEdgeName and indicate the size of the 
buffer in nNameLen.

3. The edge name corresponds to the dimension name in Express.

SnDataEdgeNumValues

Description
Returns the number of values of a data block edge.

Syntax
sb4 SnDataEdgeNumValues(hData,nEdgeIndex)

Symbolic Value Value Description

SNAPI_SUCCESS 0 Edge name successfully returned.

SNAPI_INVALID 1 hData is not a valid data block handle, nEdgeIndex is less 
than one or out of range, lpszEdgeName is not a valid 
address, or nEdgeLen is less than zero.

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nEdgeIndex sword 1-based position of this edge in the list of edges associated 
with the data block.
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Return Value
The number of edge values or the following.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. To obtain the number of values in the first edge associated with a data block, 
specify an edge index of 1 in the argument nEdgeIndex.

2. The number of edge values corresponds to the number of dimension values in 
Express.

SnDataEdgeValue

Description
Provides a data block edge value.

Syntax
SNAPIRESULT SnDataEdgeValue 
(hData,nEdgeIndex,lpszValue,nValueLen)

Value Description

-1 hData is not a valid data block handle or nEdgeIndex is less than 
one or out of range.

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nEdgeIndex sword 1-based position of this edge in the list of edges associated 
with the data block.

lpszValue text String to receive edge value.

nValueLen sword Length of lpszValue.
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Return Value
One of the following SNAPI result codes.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. Callers must preallocate a buffer for lpszValue and indicate the size of the buffer 
in nValueLen.

2. To produce a data block that includes edge values, you must specify a FETCH 
command with the LABELED keyword. Edge values are returned as text, even 
for dimensions that are numeric or date types.

3. Edge values correspond to dimension values in Express.

SnDataFieldBoolean

Description
Returns the value of an Express Boolean field in the current cell.

Syntax
BOOL SnDataFieldBoolean(hData,nFieldIndex)

Symbolic Value Value Description

SNAPI_SUCCESS 0 Value successfully returned.

SNAPI_INVALID 1 hData is not a valid data block handle, nEdgeIndex is less 
than one or out of range, lpszValue is not a valid address, 
nValueLen is less than zero, or the data block is not 
labeled.

SNAPI_TOO_SMALL 4 nValueLen too small to receive result.

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nFieldIndex sword 1-based position of this field in the list of fields associated 
with the data block.
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Return Value
TRUE or FALSE.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. SnDataFieldBoolean returns a 2-byte boolean value of TYPE_BOOL. The value 
is either 1 (TRUE) or 0 (FALSE). This corresponds to the Express BOOLEAN 
data type.

2. SnDataFieldBoolean returns FALSE if hData is not a valid data block handle, if 
nFieldIndex is less than one or out of range, or if the value of the field is NA. 
Because FALSE can also be a valid value for a boolean field, you should call 
SnDataNumFields to ensure that the data block handle is valid. Compare the 
return value with your field index to ensure that the field index is valid. Then 
call SnDataFieldHasValue to determine whether the value of the field is NA.

3. To obtain an Express BOOLEAN value in the first field associated with a data 
block, specify a field index of 1 in the argument nFieldIndex.

SnDataFieldDate

Description
Returns the value of an Express date field in the current cell as a 4-byte integer.

Syntax
sb4 SnDataFieldDate(hData,nFieldIndex)

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nFieldIndex sword 1-based position of this field in the list of fields associated 
with the data block.
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Return Value
A date in days since January 1, 1900 or the following.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. SnDataFieldDate returns a 4-byte integer of TYPE_DATE. This corresponds to 
the Express DATE data type.

2. Callers must convert to native date units. The 4-byte integer returned by 
SNDataFieldDate represents the number of days elapsed since Jan 1, 1900.

For example, the return value for the MONTH dimension in the DEMO 
database is the number of elapsed days counting to the end of the current 
month. The value returned by SnDataFieldDate for the MONTH value “Jan95” 
is 34,729, the value returned for “Feb95” is 34,757, the value for “Mar95” is 
34,788, and the value returned for “Dec95” is 35,603..

The return value for the QUARTER dimension is the number of elapsed days 
counting to the end of the last MONTH in the current quarter. The QUARTER 
value Q195 would be returned by SnDataFieldDate as 34,788, which 
corresponds to Mar95.

The return value for the YEAR dimension is the number of elapsed days 
counting to the end of the last MONTH in the current YEAR. This is the same as 
the last QUARTER in the YEAR. The YEAR value YR95 would be returned by 
SnDataFieldDate as 35,603, which corresponds to DEC95.

3. To obtain an Express DATE value in the first field associated with a data block, 
specify a field index of 1 in the argument nFieldIndex.

SnDataFieldDouble

Description
Returns the value of an Express DECIMAL field in the current cell as a 
double-precision floating-point number.

Value Description

- 1 hData is not a valid data block handle, nFieldIndex is less than one or out of 
range, or the value of the field is NA.
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Syntax
double SnDataFieldDouble(hData,nFieldIndex)

Return Value
A double-precision floating-point number or the following.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. SnDataFieldDouble returns an 8-byte double-precision floating point value of 
TYPE_DOUBLE. This corresponds to the Express DECIMAL data type.

2. SnDataFieldDouble returns -1 if hData is not a valid data block handle, if 
nFieldIndex is less than one or out of range, or if the value of the field is NA. 
Because -1 can also be a valid value for a double-precision floating-point field, 
you should call SnDataNumFields to ensure that the data block handle is valid. 
Compare the return value with your field index to ensure that the field index is 
valid. Then call SnDataFieldHasValue to determine whether the value of the 
field is NA.

3. To obtain an Express DECIMAL value in the first field associated with a data 
block, specify a field index of 1 in the argument nFieldIndex.

SnDataFieldHasValue

Description
Indicates whether a field in the current cell has a meaningful value.

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nFieldIndex sword 1-based position of this field in the list of fields associated 
with the data block.

Value Description

- 1 hData is not a valid data block handle, or nFieldIndex is less than one or out 
of range, or the value of the field is NA.
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Syntax
BOOL SnDataFieldHasValue(hData,nFieldIndex)

Return Value
One of the following SNAPI return codes.

Note
To determine if the first field associated with a data block contains a valid value, 
specify a field index of 1 in the argument nFieldIndex.

SnDataFieldID

Description
Provides the value of an Express ID field in the current cell as an 8-byte character 
string.

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nFieldIndex sword 1-based position of this field in the list of fields associated 
with the data block.

Value Description

TRUE Cell field has a meaningul value.

FALSE The cell field has no meaningful value, hData is not a valid data block handle, 
or nFieldIndex is less than one or out of range.
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Syntax
SNAPIRESULT SnDataFieldID 
(hdata,nFieldIndex,lpszValue,nValueLength)

Return Value
One of the following SNAPI result codes.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. SnDataFieldID returns an 8-byte, space-padded text value of TYPE_ID. This 
corresponds to the Express ID data type.

2. In Express, ID values, unlike TEXT values, are never null-terminated. ID values 
are always exactly 8 bytes in length, filled from the right with spaces (if 
necessary).

3. Before you can use the value of an ID field as a string, you must null-terminate 
the field.

4. Callers must preallocate a buffer for lpszValue and indicate the size of the buffer 
in nValueLen. You should allocate a 9-byte buffer to hold 8 bytes of ID data plus 
a 1-byte null terminator.

Parameter Type Description

hdata HDATA Data block handle.

nFieldIndex sword 1-based position of this field in the list of fields associated 
with the data block.

lpszValue text String to receive value.

nValueLen sword Length of lpszValue.

Symbolic Value Value Description

SNAPI_SUCCESS 0 Field value successfully returned.

SNAPI_INVALID 1 hData is not a valid data block handle, nFieldIndex is 
less than one or out of range, lpszFieldName is not a 
valid address, or nValueLen is less than one.

SNAPI_TOO_SMALL 4 nValueLen too small to receive result.
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5. To obtain an Express ID value in the first field associated with a data block, 
specify a field index of 1 in the argument nFieldIndex.

SnDataFieldLengthAny

Description
Returns the length of a field for all cells in a data block.

Syntax
sword SnDataFieldLengthAny(hData,nFieldIndex)

Return Value
The length of the field in bytes or the following.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. If the datatype of the field is TYPE_MIXED (Express WORKSHEET data) or 
TYPE_STRING (Express TEXT data), SnDataFieldLengthAny returns the length 
of the largest field in any cell. To obtain the length of the current cell call 
SnDataFieldLengthCurrent.

2. To obtain the length of the first field associated with a data block, specify a field 
index of 1 in the argument nFieldIndex.

3. SnDataFieldLengthAny returns a length of 4 bytes for an Express 
SHORTINTEGER field. See Chapter 9 for more information.

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nFieldIndex sword 1-based position of this field in the list of fields associated 
with the data block.

Value Description

- 1 hData is not a valid data block handle, or nFieldIndex is less than one or out of 
range.
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See Also
”SnDataFieldShort” on page 8-16 and ”SnDataFieldLengthCurrent” on 
page 8-13

SnDataFieldLengthCurrent

Description
Returns the length of a field in the current cell.

Syntax
sword SnDataFieldLengthCurrent( hData, nFieldIndex)

Return Value
The length of the field in bytes or the following.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. To obtain the length of the first field associated with the current cell, specify a 
field index of 1 in the argument nFieldIndex.

2. To obtain the length of a field for all the cells of a data block, call 
SnDataFieldLengthAny.

3. SnDataFieldLengthCurrent returns a length of 4 bytes for an Express 
SHORTINTEGER field. See Chapter 9 for more information.

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nFieldIndex sword 1-based position of this field in the list of fields associated 
with the data block.

Value Description

- 1 hData is not a valid data block handle, or nFieldIndex is less than one or out of 
range.
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See Also
”SnDataFieldShort” on page 8-16 and ”SnDataFieldLengthAny” on page 
8-12

SnDataFieldLong

Description
Returns the value of an Express INTEGER field in the current cell as a long integer.

Syntax
sb4 SnDataFieldLong( hData, nFieldIndex)

Return Value
A signed 4-byte value.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. SnDataFieldLong returns a 4-byte integer of TYPE_LONG. This corresponds to 
the Express INTEGER data type.

2. SnDataFieldLong returns -1 if hData is not a valid data block handle, if 
nFieldIndex is less than one or out of range, or if the value of the field is NA. 
Because -1 can also be a valid value for a long integer field, the caller should call 
SnDataNumFields to ensure that the data block handle is valid. Compare the 
return value with your field index to ensure that the field index is valid. Then 
call SnDataFieldHasValue to determine whether the value of the field is NA.

3. To obtain an Express INTEGER value in the first field associated with a data 
block, specify a field index of 1 in the argument nFieldIndex.

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nFieldIndex sword 1-based position of this field in the list of fields associated 
with the data block.
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SnDataFieldName

Description
Provides the Express expression that generated the data for a field.

Syntax
SNAPIRESULT SnDataFieldName 
(hData,nFieldIndex,lpszFieldName,nNameLen)

Return Value
One of the following SNAPI result codes.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. Callers must preallocate a buffer for lpszFieldName and indicate the size of the 
buffer in nNameLen.

2. To obtain the Express expression associated with the first field of a data block, 
specify a field index of 1 in the argument nFieldIndex.

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nFieldIndex sword 1-based position of this field in the list of fields associated 
with the data block.

lpszFieldName text String to receive field name.

nNameLen sword Length of lpszFieldName.

Symbolic Value Value Description

SNAPI_SUCCESS 0 Field name successfully returned.

SNAPI_INVALID 1 hData is not a valid data block handle, nFieldIndex is 
less than one or out of range, lpszFieldName is not a 
valid address, or nNameLen is less than zero.

SNAPI_TOO_SMALL 4 nNameLen too small to receive result.
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SnDataFieldShort

Description
Intended to return the value of an Express SHORTINTEGER field in the current cell 
as short integer. Not implemented in the current version.

Syntax
sb2 SnDataFieldShort(hData,nFieldIndex)

Return Value
A signed 2-byte value.

Note
The function SnDataFieldShort is intended to return a 2-byte signed integer of 
TYPE_SHORT corresponding to the Express SHORTINTEGER data type. However, 
the current version of SNAPI does not support a short integer type. If you call 
SnDataFieldShort, it will always return -1 (error). See Chapter 9 for more 
information.

See Also
”SnDataFieldTypeAny” on page 8-19, ”SnDataFieldTypeCurrent” on page 8-20, 
”SnDataFieldLengthAny” on page 8-12, and ”SnDataFieldLengthCurrent” on page 
8-13

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nFieldIndex sword 1-based position of this field in the list of fields associated 
with the data block.
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SnDataFieldSingle

Description
Returns the value of an Express SHORTDECIMAL field in the current cell as a 
single-precision floating-point field number.

Syntax
float SnDataFieldSingle(hData,nFieldIndex)

Return Value
A single-precision floating-point number.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. SnDataFieldSingle returns a 4-byte single-precision floating point value of 
TYPE_SINGLE. This corresponds to the Express SHORTDECIMAL data type.

2. SnDataFieldSingle returns -1 if hData is not a valid data block handle, if 
nFieldIndex is less than one or out of range, or if the value of the field is NA. 
Because -1 can also be a valid value for a single-precision floating-point field, 
the caller should call SnDataNumFields to ensure that the data block handle is 
valid. Compare the return value with your field index to ensure that the field 
index is valid. Then call SnDataFieldHasValue to determine whether the value 
of the field is NA.

3. To obtain an Express SHORTDECIMAL value in the first field associated with a 
data block, specify a field index of 1 in the argument nFieldIndex.

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nFieldIndex sword 1-based position of this field in the list of fields associated 
with the data block.
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SnDataFieldString

Description
Provides the value of an Express TEXT field in the current cell as a character string.

Syntax
SNAPIRESULT SnDataFieldString 
(hData,nFieldIndex,lpszValue,nValueLength)

Return Value
One of the following SNAPI result codes.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. SnDataFieldString returns a null-terminated ASCII character string. This 
corresponds to the Express TEXT data type.

2. Callers must preallocate a buffer for lpszValue and indicate the size of the buffer 
in nValueLen.

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nFieldIndex sword 1-based position of this field in the list of fields associated 
with the data block.

lpszValue text String to receive value.

nValueLen sword Length of lpszValue.

Symbolic Value Value Description

SNAPI_SUCCESS 0 Field name successfully returned.

SNAPI_INVALID 1 hData is not a valid server connection handle, 
nFieldIndex is less than one or out of range, 
lpszFieldName is not a valid address, or nValueLen is less 
than zero.

SNAPI_TOO_SMALL 4 nValueLen too small to receive result.
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3. To obtain an Express TEXT value in the first field associated with a data block, 
specify a field index of 1 in the argument nFieldIndex.

SnDataFieldTypeAny

Description
Returns the data type of a field for all cells in a data block.

Syntax
SNAPITYPE SnDataFieldTypeAny(hData,nFieldIndex)

Return Value
One of the following SNAPI return codes.

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nFieldIndex sword Field index.

Symbolic Value Value Description

BAD_TYPE -1 hData is not a valid data block handle, nFieldIndex is less 
than one or out of range, or NA.

TYPE_BOOL 0 2-byte boolean.

TYPE_DATE 1 Date in 4-byte integer format.

TYPE_ID 2 8-byte, space-padded text.

TYPE_LONG 4 4-byte integer.

TYPE_SINGLE 5 4-byte single-precision float.

TYPE_DOUBLE 6 8-byte double-precision float.

TYPE_STRING 7 Null-terminated ASCII character string.

TYPE_MIXED 8 Type varies by cell (Express WORKSHEET data).
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Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. SnDataFieldTypeAny may return TYPE_MIXED, corresponding to Express 
WORKSHEET data. In this case, the datatype of the field varies by cell. The 
datatype of the current cell can be obtained by calling SnDataFieldTypeCurrent.

2. SnDataFieldTypeAny returns TYPE_LONG for a data block field that contains 
the value of an Express SHORTINTEGER. See Chapter 9 for more information.

3. SNAPI data types are represented in the formats used by the Microsoft C 
compiler, which uses the IEEE 754 format for single and double-precision 
floating point numbers.

See Also
”SnDataFieldShort” on page 8-16 and ”SnDataFieldTypeCurrent” on page 
8-20

SnDataFieldTypeCurrent

Description
Returns the data type of a field for the current cell.

Syntax
SNAPITYPE SnDataFieldTypeCurrent( hData, nFieldIndex)

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nFieldIndex sword Field index.
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Return Value
One of the following SNAPI return codes.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. SnDataFieldTypeCurrent returns TYPE_LONG if the field in the current cell 
contains the value of an Express SHORTINTEGER. See Chapter 9 for more 
information.

2. SNAPI data types are represented in the formats used by the Microsoft C 
compiler, which uses the IEEE 754 format for single and double-precision 
floating point numbers.

See Also
”SnDataFieldShort” on page 8-16 and ”SnDataFieldTypeAny” on page 8-19

SnDataHasLabels

Description
Indicates whether a data block has edge labels.

Symbolic Value Value Description

BAD_TYPE -1 hData is not a valid data block handle, nFieldIndex is less than 
one or out of range, or NA.

TYPE_BOOL 0 2-byte boolean.

TYPE_DATE 1 Date in 4-byte integer format.

TYPE_ID 2 8-byte, space-padded text.

TYPE_LONG 4 4-byte integer.

TYPE_SINGLE 5 4-byte single-precision float.

TYPE_DOUBLE 6 8-byte double-precision float.

TYPE_STRING 7 Null-terminated ASCII character string.

TYPE_MIXED 8 Type varies by cell (Express WORKSHEET data).
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Syntax
BOOL SnDataHasLabels(hData)

Return Value
TRUE or FALSE.

Note
Edge labels are only included ina data block when you specify the LABELED 
keyword with the FETCH command.

SnDataNext

Description
Advances the current cell.

Syntax
SNAPIRESULT SnDataNext(hData,nEdgeIndex)

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA data block handle

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nEdgeIndex sword 1-based position of this edge in the list of edges associated 
with the data block.
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Return Value
One of the following SNAPI result codes.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. The argument nEdgeIndex is a 1-based index into the list of edges for the data. If 
nEdgeIndex is greater than zero, SnDataNext advances the current cell to the 
next value along that edge, keeping the values of all other edges constant. If 
nEdgeIndex is zero, SnDataNext advances the current cell regardless of edge 
boundaries.

2. After you call SnResponseData to obtain the handle of a data block, the cell 
pointer is positioned at the first cell of the data block. You do not need to call 
SnDataNext or SnDataReset to access the first cell.

See Also
”SnDataReset” on page 8-25

SnDataNumEdges

Description
Returns the number of edges in a data block.

Symbolic Value Value Description

SNAPI_SUCCESS 0 Current cell successfully advanced.

SNAPI_INVALID 1 hData is not a valid data block handle or nEdgeIndex is less 
than one or out of range.

SNAPI_END 6 No more data, either in the designated edge or in the data 
block as a whole.
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Syntax
sword SnDataNumEdges(hData)

Return Value
The number of edges in the specified data block or the following.

SnDataNumFields

Description
Returns the number of fields in each cell of a data block.

Syntax
sword SnDataNumFields(hData)

Return Value
The number of fields in each cell of the specified data block or the following.

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA data block handle

Value Description

-1 hData is not a valid data block handle.

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

Value Description

-1 hData is not a valid server connection handle.
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SnDataReset

Description
Resets the cell pointer to the beginning of an edge or the beginning of the data 
block.

Syntax
SNAPIRESULT SnDataReset(hData,nEdgeIndex)

Return Value
One of the following SNAPI result codes.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. SnDataReset resets the current cell to the first cell of the data block or the first 
cell of the edge specified by nEdgeIndex.

2. Argument nEdgeIndex is a 1-based index into the list of edges for the data. If 
nEdgeIndex is greater than zero, SnDataReset resets the current cell to the first 
value of that edge, keeping all other edge values constant. If nEdgeIndex is zero, 
SnDataReset resets the current cell to the first value for all edges.

3. After you call SnResponseData to obtain the handle of a data block, the cell 
pointer is positioned at the first cell of the data block. You do not need to call 
SnDataNext or SnDataReset to access the first cell.

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

nEdgeIndex sword 1-based position of this edge in the list of edges associated 
with the data block.

Symbolic Value Value Description

SNAPI_SUCCESS 0 Current cell successfully advanced.

SNAPI_INVALID 1 hData is not a valid data block handle or nEdgeIndex is less 
than one or out of range.
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See Also
”SnDataNext” on page 8-22

SnDataTag

Description
Provides the tag associated with a data block. 

Syntax
SNAPIRESULT SnDataTag(hData,lpszTag,nTagLen)

Return Value
One of the following SNAPI result codes.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. You associate a tag with a data block by using the TAG keyword with the 
FETCH command.

2. Callers must preallocate a buffer for lpszTag and indicate the size of the buffer in 
nTagLen.

Parameter Type Description

hData HDATA Data block handle.

lpszTag text String to receive tag.

nTagLen sword Size of lpszTag.

Symbolic Value Value Description

SNAPI_SUCCESS 0 Tag successfully returned.

SNAPI_INVALID 1 hData is not a valid data block handle, lpszTag is not a 
valid address, or nTagLen is less than zero.

SNAPI_TOO_SMALL 4 nTagLen too small to receive result.
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SnFree

Description
Frees a response or data block. 

Syntax
SNAPIRESULT SnFree(handle)

Return Value
One of the following SNAPI result codes.

Notes
The following notes apply to this function.

1. SNAPI supports response persistence. All responses received from the server 
remain in memory until you explicitly free them by calling SnFree.

2. When you specify a response handle, SnFree frees the response, including any 
data blocks associated with that response. When you specify a data block 
handle, SnFree frees only that data block. All responses remain available until 
you call SnFree to release them. All data blocks remain available until you call 
SnFree to release them or the response with which they are associated.

Parameter Type Description

handle SNHNDL handle

Symbolic Value Value Description

SNAPI_SUCCESS 0 Response or data block successfully freed.

SNAPI_INVALID 1 handle is not a valid handle.

SNAPI_FAILURE 3 SNAPI was unable to free the handle.
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9
Reference: Data Types

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter describes the data types used in the implementation of SNAPI.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Overview of Data Types in SNAPI

■ HDATA

■ HRESPONSE

■ HSERVER

■ NSTYPE

■ SNAPIAUTHN

■ SNAPIOUTCOME

■ SNAPIRESULT

■ SNHNDL

■ SNAPITYPE
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Overview of Data Types in SNAPI

32-bit orientation of data types
All data types used in SNAPI are based on Oracle-wide type definitions, which are 
defined in terms of 32-bit values. If you are writing a 16-bit application, you must 
make appropriate adjustments in your code. For example, instead of “text” you 
should specify “text FAR*” to indicate a far pointer.

Three kinds of data types
In the implementation of SNAPI, there are three kinds of data types:

■ Oracle-wide data types

■ SNAPI-specific data types

■ Standard Windows and C data types

SNAPI uses standard Windows data types such as HWND, BOOL, and FARPROC. 
It uses C data types such as ENUM, FLOAT, DOUBLE, and VOID.

The SNAPI-specific data types are defined in terms of the Oracle-wide, and C data 
types.

Oracle-wide data types
The following table lists the Oracle-wide data types that are used in the 
implementation of SNAPI. For your general information, the corresponding C data 
type is listed as well.

Oracle-Wide Data Type Corresponding Data Type Description

sword int Single word value

text unsigned char Unsigned character. 16-bit 
applications must specify 
“text FAR*”

ub2 unsigned short Unsigned 2-byte value

ub4 unsigned long Unsigned 4-byte value

sb2 short Signed 2-byte value

sb4 long Signed 4-byte value
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SNAPI-specific data types
The SNAPI-specific data types are defined in the SNAPI.H C header file. They are 
summarized in the following table, and they are described in detail in the rest of 
this chapter.

HDATA

Description
The handle to a data block.

Data Type
ub2

SNAPI-Specific Type
Corresponding 

Type Description

HDATA ub2 Handle to a data block.

HRESPONSE ub2 Handle to a response from an Express server.

HSERVER ub2 Handle to an Express server.

NSTYPE enum A code that indicates the name service type.

SNAPIAUTHN enum A code that indicates an authentication level 
for remote servers. 

SNAPIOUTCOME enum A code that indicates whether Express 
successfully executed commands.

SNAPIRESULT enum A function result or status code.

SNAPITYPE enum A data type code for a field of Express data.

SNHNDL ub2 A generic handle to a server, response, or 
data block.
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Values
A valid data block handle can have any unsigned two-byte value. An invalid data 
block handle has the following value.

HRESPONSE

Description
The handle to a response from an Express server.

Data Type
ub2

Values
A valid response handle can have any unsigned two-byte value. An invalid 
response handle has the following value.

HSERVER

Description
The handle to an Express server.

Data Type
ub2

Enum Value Description

BAD_HANDLE 0 Invalid handle, function call unsuccessful.

Enum Value Description

BAD_HANDLE 0 Invalid handle, function call unsuccessful.
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Values
A valid server handle can have any unsigned two-byte value. An invalid server 
handle has the following value.

NSTYPE

Description
The name service type. 

Data Type
enum

Values
NSTYPE can have the following values.

SNAPIAUTHN

Description
A code that indicates an authentication level for remote servers.

Data Type
enum

Enum Value Description

BAD_HANDLE 0 Invalid handle, function call unsuccessful.

Enum Value Description

NSTYPE_SERVER 0 Express service bindings are exported directly by Express 
Server 6.

NSTYPE_DAEMON 1 Express service bindings are exported by the daemon 
mdbrpcd in Express Server 5.
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Values
SNAPIAUTHN can have the following values.

SNAPIOUTCOME

Description
A code that indicates whether Express successfully executed a command script.

Data Type
enum

Enum Value Description

AUTHN_NONE 0 Authenticated RPC will not be used. No 
authentication is required, client identity can 
default.

AUTHN_CONNECT 1 Using authenticated RPC, client identity is 
checked upon connection.

AUTHN_CALL 2 Using authenticated RPC, client identity is 
checked on each RPC.

AUTHN_PACKET 3 Using authenticated RPC, client identity is 
checked on each packet.

AUTHN_PKT_INTEGRITY 4 Same as AUTHN_PACKET, plus each packet is 
checked to ensure that it has not been altered 
using a cryptographic checksum.

AUTHN_PKT_PRIVACY 5 Same as AUTHN_PKT_INTEGRITY, plus 
transmitted data is encrypted.
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Values
SNAPIOUTCOME can have the following values.

SNAPIRESULT

Description
A function result or status code.

Data Type
enum

Enum Value Description

BAD_OUTCOME -1 Invalid arguments, function call unsuccessful.

OUTCOME_SUCCESS 0 Processing was successful.

OUTCOME_BREAK 1 Processing was interrupted.

OUTCOME_ERROR 2 Processing completed with one or more non-fatal 
errors.

OUTCOME_SYSERROR 3 Processing was terminated by an Express system 
error.

OUTCOME_NO_MEMOR
Y

4 Processing was terminated because Express was 
unable to obtain needed memory.

OUTCOME_ABORT 5 Processing aborted.

OUTCOME_FATAL 6 A fatal error occurred during processing of the 
SNAPI request.
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Values
SNAPIRESULT can have the following values.

Enum Value Description

SNAPI_SUCCESS 0 Successful execution.

SNAPI_INVALID 1 Invalid function arguments.

SNAPI_NO_MEMORY 2 SNAPI was unable to obtain needed 
memory.

SNAPI_FAILURE 3 Execution failed.

SNAPI_TOO_SMALL 4 Storage allocated for a return value is not 
large enough for the result.

SNAPI_NO_MATCH 5 No servers match specification.

SNAPI_END 6 End of cell indicator for data block or edge 
traversal.

SNAPI_BAD_AUTH 7 Missing or invalid user ID or password.

SNAPI_FATAL 8 Fatal error, session destroyed.

SNAPI_NO_SERVICE 9 Cannot load service provider DLL.

SNAPI_NOT_IMPLEMENTED 10 API function not implemented.

SNAPI_DATATYPE_MISMATCH 11 Data type mismatch.

SNAPI_NO_SESSION 12 Cannot initialize new session.

SNAPI_PAUSED 13 Express Server is paused.

SNAPI_STOPPING 14 Express Server is in the process of shutting 
down.

SNAPI_BUSY 15 SNAPI is already executing.

SNAPI_REJECT 16 SnOpen was rejected because the Express 
Server 5 instance is dedicated. This means 
that it does not accept a connection from a 
client that did not start the instance.

SNAPI_GLOBAL_SHARING 17 Session sharing is disabled.

SNAPI_WS_SHARING 18 The session (workspace) is not shareable.

SNAPI_BAD_SESSTYPE 19 Wrong session type.
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SNHNDL

Description
A generic handle to a server, response, or data block.

Data Type
ub2

Values
A valid handle can have any unsigned two-byte value. An invalid handle has the 
following value.

SNAPITYPE

Description
A data type code for a field of Express data. 

Data Type
enum

Enum Value Description

BAD_HANDLE 0 Invalid handle, function call unsuccessful.
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Values
SNAPITYPE can have the following values.

Note
SNAPI data types are represented in the formats used by the Microsoft C compiler, 
which uses the IEEE 754 format for single and double-precision floating point 
numbers.

Enum Value Express Data Type Description

BAD_TYPE -1 Invalid argument.

TYPE_BOOL 0 BOOLEAN 2-byte boolean.

TYPE_DATE 1 DATE Date in 4-byte integer format.

TYPE_ID 2 ID 8-byte, space-padded text.

TYPE_SHORT 3 SHORTINT 2-byte integer.

TYPE_LONG 4 INTEGER 4-byte integer.

TYPE_SINGLE 5 SHORTDECIMAL 4-byte single-precision float.

TYPE_DOUBLE 6 DECIMAL 8-byte double-precision float.

TYPE_STRING 7 TEXT Null-terminated ASCII character 
string.

TYPE_MIXED 8 WORKSHEET Type varies by cell.
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A
System Administration for Express Server 5

In This Appendix

Appendix summary
The information in this appendix is directed towards the System Administrator 
whose task is to install, configure, and maintain Express Server 5 as a SNAPI server 
on a Unix host. It describes the Express Server 5 Remote Procedure Call Daemon, 
mdbrpcd, which functions as an intermediary between a SNAPI client and Express 
Server 5. 

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ mdbrpcd Background

■ mdbrpcd Overview

■ The mdbrpcd Control Interface

■ mdbrpcd Command Syntax

■ The mdbrpcd Configuration File

■ DCE Only: Security and mdbrpcd

■ DCE Only: A Sample Configuration

■ DCE Only: Registry Cleanup
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mdbrpcd Background

Express Server 5 and the client/server processing model
Generally, a server is brought up when its host system is started, and then the 
server handles all processing requests for the services that it provides on its host. 
This behavior conforms to the client/server processing model.

Express Server 5 does not fit very naturally into this model. A SNAPI client must be 
able to start up an instance of Express Server, and Express Server must be able to 
run in either shared or dedicated mode.

Note that the information in this appendix applies only to Express Server 5, not to 
Express Server 6. Express Server 6 does fit into the client/server processing model.

Express Server 5 as a shared or dedicated server
Although Express Server can accept processing requests from multiple SNAPI 
clients, all clients that share a single Express Server instance also share their view of 
the data that it manages. For example, if one client limits a dimension, all clients see 
the change in dimension status. This capability can be valuable in that it allows 
several clients to cooperate in their use of Express data. 

However, many SNAPI applications require that each client have its own view of 
the data. In this case, each client must be connected to a dedicated Express Server 
instance. A dedicated server starts up in response to a request from a client and 
provides its services only to that client. When the client closes the connection, the 
server shuts down.

Dedicated servers and startup
Unix implementations that are based on the Berkeley Standard Distribution (BSD) 
provide a facility that supports a dedicated server usage model. A utility server 
known as the Internet daemon (inetd) is brought up when the system is started. It 
reads a configuration file that describes services that are offered by other servers 
and listens for requests from clients to use those services. When it detects a service 
request, inetd starts an instance of the appropriate server on behalf of the client. 

Such well-known Unix client/server facilities as the Network File System (NFS), 
ftp, and rlogin use servers started by inetd. Many client/server applications 
also use inetd. When Express Server runs as a server for a Personal Express client 
using a network connection, Express Server is usually started by inetd.
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Unfortunately, inetd is not integrated with the security facilities of the host 
environment, and therefore cannot be used to start instances of Express Server. To 
address this problem, Oracle Corporation provides the Express Server RPC Daemon 
(mdbrpcd). 

mdbrpcd Overview

What is mdbrpcd?
The Express Server RPC Daemon (mdbrpcd) is a small, specialized RPC server 
program. It is driven by a configuration file that describes available Express 
services. A field in each service description allows you to designate that service as 
either shared or dedicated.

Two versions of mdbrpcd
There are two versions of mdbrpcd:

■ DCE version — On some Unix systems, Express Server 5 uses the RPC facility 
that is part of the Open Software Foundation’s distributed Computing 
Environment (OSF/DCE, or just DCE). In these installations, Express Server 
uses the DCE version of mdbrpcd.

■ Remote Operations version — On other Unix systems, Express Server 5 uses 
Remote Operations, Oracle’s internally-developed RPC facility. In these 
installations, Express Server uses the Remote Operations version of mdbrpcd.

Although there are two versions of mdbrpcd, only one instance of the daemon can 
be running on a host computer at a given time.

How mdbrpcd listens for requests
The Express Server RPC Daemon (mdbrpcd) exposes a proxy entry for each Express 
service.

The DCE version of mdbrpcd exports an entry to its host’s local Endpoint Map. In 
addition, if it is running on a host that is part of a DCE cell, it exports an entry to the 
Cell Directory Service (CDS). Each proxy entry is a binding describing an Express 
service available on that host. 

The Remote Operations version of mdbrpcd does not use an endpoint registry. 
Instead, it accepts direct connections from clients. It listens for startup requests 
itself, using a different port for each service.
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The exported bindings or listen sockets make the SNAPI services offered by 
mdbrpcd available to clients. The daemon listens for requests from clients for those 
services, and it starts Express Server processes as they are needed. The SNAPI client 
function SnStartServer issues an RPC to mdbrpcd instructing it to start an instance 
of Express Server.

DCE only: mdbrpcd bindings file
To avoid leaving “stale” bindings in the DCE databases, the DCE version of 
mdbrpcd employs its own bindings file. For every binding exported to the CDS, 
mdbrpcd makes an entry in this file. When all the bindings have been exported to 
the CDS, a description of each one exists in the bindings file. In the course of normal 
shutdown, mdbrpcd unexports the bindings from the CDS and deletes the file. 

If mdbrpcd exits abnormally, it does not unexport the bindings from the CDS. 
However, the bindings file remains. When mdbrpcd restarts, it first checks for the 
existence of a bindings file. If it finds one, it unexports all of the bindings described 
in the file before exporting new bindings. In the unlikely event that mdbrpcd 
should exit abnormally and the bindings file should somehow be corrupted or 
deleted, follow the procedure described in the topic ”DCE Only: Registry Cleanup” 
on page A-18

The mdbrpcd Control Interface

mdbrpcd command-line options
The command syntax for mdbrpcd provides options for stopping and restarting the 
daemon. When you do not specify one of these options, the mdbrpcd command 
starts up an instance of the daemon.

The command-line options for stopping and restarting mdbrpcd constitute a 
control interface to the daemon. This control interface allows you to shut the 
daemon down or restart the daemon after changing the configuration file.

When running as a daemon, the mdbrpcd program acts as a server for the control 
interface. When you run mdbrpcd with a command-line option for stopping or 
restarting, mdbrpcd behaves as a client of the control interface. This allows you to 
start, stop, or restart mdbrpcd with one command.
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Starting mdbrpcd
You should arrange for mdbrpcd to be started as part of normal system startup on 
each Unix host offering Express Server SNAPI services. You would normally do this 
by adding a command to start mdbrpcd to a shell script such as rc or a script called 
by rc. You cannot start the DCE version of mdbrpcd until after DCE is up and 
running. You cannot start either version of mdbrpcd until the Internet protocol 
services are up and running. Once started, mdbrpcd runs in the background.

Stopping mdbrpcd
To stop the daemon, specify mdbrpcd with the -s option. This causes DCE version 
of mdbrpcd to remove all of the bindings that it exported to the CDS and the local 
Endpoint Map, delete the bindings file, and shut down. The Remote Operations 
version just stops listening on its ports. Stopping the daemon does not affect 
Express Server instances that are already running.

You should arrange for mdbrpcd to be stopped as part of normal system shutdown. 
You must stop the DCE version of mdbrpcd before DCE is shut down, and you 
must stop either version of mdbrpcd before the Internet protocol services are shut 
down.

Restarting mdbrpcd
To restart the daemon, specify mdbrpcd with the -r option. When you restart 
mdbrpcd, the DCE version unexports its bindings from the CDS and the local 
Endpoint Map. It rereads its configuration file and exports new bindings to the CDS 
and the local Endpoint Map. The Remote Operations version stops listening, 
rereads the configuration file, and resumes listening. Once mdbrpcd is restarted, it 
listens for requests from SNAPI clients. 

The -r option allows you to change the mdbrpcd configuration without stopping 
the daemon.

DCE only: mdbrpcd and the DCE Cell
By default, the DCE version of mdbrpcd expects to run on a host that is part of a 
DCE cell in which the DCE Core Services are available. When run in this way, 
mdbrpcd uses the DCE Security Service to establish a DCE principal identity, and 
authenticates control (shutdown and restart) RPCs to ensure that they come from a 
user who has established the same DCE principal identity. When run in a cell, 
mdbrpcd can use the DCE Cell Directory Service to export descriptive names to a 
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namespace to make it easier for client applications to find the services they need 
and connect to them.

However, many Unix hosts are not part of a DCE cell. You can use mdbrpcd on 
these machines by running in a mode in which the DCE Core Services are not 
required. This mode is established by starting mdbrpcd with the -n option. When 
run in this way, mdbrpcd does not establish a DCE principal identity and does not 
authenticate control RPCs. When run without a cell, mdbrpcd cannot export names 
to the Cell Directory Service. mdbrpcd requires only the DCE RPC Service when 
run outside of a cell. The DCE RPC Service is bundled with HP-UX 10 and AIX 4.1, 
and can be run without the other DCE core services.

mdbrpcd Command Syntax

mdbrpcd command-line options
mdbrpcd provides the following command syntax. A few of the arguments are 
different, depending on the version of mdbrpcd you are running.

For the Remote Operations version of mdbrpcd
Following is the syntax for the remove operations version of mdbrpcd.

mdbrpcd [-f configuration-file] [-l log-file] 
        [-t trace-level] [-u Unix-user-id]
        [-w wait timeout] [-p port-number]
        [-s] [-r] [-i] [-x]

For the DCE version of mdbrpcd
Following is the syntax for the DCE version of mdbrpcd.

mdbrpcd [-f configuration-file] [-l log-file]
        [-b bindings-file] [-t trace-level]
        [-d dce-user-id] [-u Unix-user-id]
        [-w wait timeout]
        [-s] [-r] [-i] [-n] [-x]

The command-line options are described in the rest of this topic.

-f configuration-file
Specifies the name of the mdbrpcd configuration file. You can specify the file name 
with a relative path from the current directory or with an absolute path. The default 
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configuration file is /etc/mdbrpcd.conf. The mdbrpcd configuration file is 
described in the next section.

-l log-file
Specifies the name of the mdbrpcd log file. You can specify the file name with a 
relative path from the current directory or with an absolute path. When a log file 
already exists, mdbrpcd appends entries to the existing log. The default log file 
is/tmp/mdbrpcd.log. You can control the level of detail of mdbrpcd’s entries in 
the log file with the -t option.

-b bindings-file
(DCE only) Specifies the name of the mdbrpcd bindings file, in which mdbrpcd 
writes descriptions of all the bindings it exports to the CDS. You can specify the file 
name with a relative path from the current directory or with an absolute path. The 
default bindings file is /etc/mdbrpcd.bind. This file is used by mdbrpcd for 
purposes of registry cleanup in the event of a system failure. For more information, 
see the section ”DCE Only: Registry Cleanup” on page A-18.

-t trace-level
Specifies the trace level for the log file. You can specify the trace level with a 
number between 0 and 9. At trace level 0, the log will contain only error reports. At 
trace level 9, the log will contain a verbose, step-by-step account of mdbrpcd's 
activity. Trace levels 5 through 9 are probably appropriate only for debugging. The 
default trace level is 2, which provides a summary activity log as well as error 
reports.

-d DCE-user-id
(DCE only) Specifies the DCE user ID under which mdbrpcd will run. The default 
is hosts/hostname/mdbrpcd, where hostname is the name of the Unix host. Since 
option -n prevents the daemon from running with a DCE identity, mdbrpcd 
ignores the -d option if -n is specified. 

-u Unix-user-id
Specifies a default Unix user ID for server processes started by mdbrpcd. If you 
specify a Unix user ID for a service in the configuration file, it overrides a user ID 
specified with the -u option.
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-w wait timeout
Specifies the number of seconds that mdbrpcd will wait after starting a server and 
before returning an error to the client indicating that startup was unsuccessful. The 
default is 20 seconds.

-p port-number
(Remote Operations only) Specifies the port on which mdbrpcd will listen for 
shutdown and restart requests.

-s
Stops the running mdbrpcd daemon. If the daemon is not running under the 
default DCE user ID, you must use the -d option to specify the principal under 
which the daemon is running. You must have Unix read access to the host’s DCE 
key table. If neither -s nor -r is specified, the default action is to start the daemon.

-r
Restarts the running mdbrpcd daemon, causing it to unregister any CDS server 
entries, read its configuration file again, and register with CDS again. This option 
allows you to change the configuration file that controls a running server. You 
cannot specify a new configuration file with the -f option. If the daemon is not 
running under the default user ID, you must use the -d option to specify the 
principal under which the daemon is running. You must have Unix read access to 
the host’s DCE key table. If neither -s nor -r is specified, the default action is to 
start the daemon.

-i
Specifies that mdbrpcd should ignore user Ids provided by SNAPI clients (with 
User Name and Password arguments to SnStartServer). If you specify the -i option, 
mdbrpcd starts Express Server instances under the user ID from the configuration 
file entry, if one was provided, or under the user ID specified with the -u option. 

-n
(DCE only) Specifies that mdbrpcd should not use authenticated RPC. If you 
specify the -n option, mdbrpcd does not establish a DCE principal identity, and 
does not authenticate shutdown and restart commands. Since option -d specifies a 
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DCE principal user ID for the daemon, mdbrpcd ignores the -d option if -n is 
specified. 

-x
Causes mdbrpcd to run from the terminal rather than detaching and running as a 
daemon. This can be useful in debugging configuration problems. Press Ctrl+c to 
stop mdbrpcd when it is running at the terminal.

The mdbrpcd Configuration File

Format of the configuration file
A line in the configuration file describes each service. Blank lines and comment 
lines are permissible, and are ignored by mdbrpcd. Comment lines begin with a 
pound sign (#).

A number of fields describe each service. Fields are delimited by white space (any 
number and combination of spaces and tabs). Some fields are optional. You can 
specify a hyphen (-) in a field to indicate that mdbrpcd should use a default value. 

Fields for the Remote Operations version of mdbrpcd
The configuration file for the Remote Operations version of mdbrpcd includes the 
following fields, which must appear in this order:

■ service identifier

■ dedicated or shared

■ Unix user ID

■ command

■ arguments

Each field is described later in this topic.
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Fields for the DCE version of mdbrpcd
The configuration file for the DCE version of mdbrpcd includes the following 
fields, which must appear in this order:

■ entry name

■ UUID

■ dedicated or shared

■ Unix user ID

■ command

■ arguments

Each field is described later in this topic.

entry name field
(DCE only) The name to which bindings will be exported in the CDS name space. 
To specify a CDS entry name, mdbrpcd must be running on a host that is part of a 
DCE cell running the DCE core services. The CDS entry name is composed of three 
parts, separated by slashes (/). The first part specifies the cell. This will almost 
always be /.:, indicating the default cell. The second part is a directory. The 
directory can itself be in parts, separated by slashes. The final part, following the 
last slash, is the entry name. For the server to export bindings to the CDS entry, the 
access control list for the CDS entry must allow the server principal insert access to 
the directory. The directory must be created using DCE utilities. DCE will create the 
entry for the server the first time the server exports bindings to the entry.

UUID field
(DCE only) An optional Universal Unique Identifier for the server instance that is 
exported to the Endpoint Map. A client that cannot use the CDS can still locate the 
daemon and start an Express server if it knows the host on which the daemon is 
running and the object UUID of the service it wants. To use this field, use the DCE 
uuidgen utility to generate a UUID. You can then paste the UUID into the 
configuration file, and provide it to clients in a configuration file or a batch file. If 
you do not specify a UUID (by specifying a hyphen for this field), mdbrpcd will 
generate one when it starts up.
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service identifier field
(Remote Operations only) An integer that uniquely identifies a given service in the 
configuration file. When a client calls SnStartServer, the client specifies this service 
identifier as the last component (the endpoint) in the string binding argument. 
When mdbrpcd processes the call to SnStartServer, it checks the configuration file, 
finds the service that has the specified service identifier, and starts up an instance of 
the appropriate service.

dedicated or shared
Express servers can be dedicated or shared. A dedicated server will accept the first 
client connection and reject subsequent attempts to connect, while a shared server 
will accept all connections. If you specify a hyphen for this field, the server will be 
shared.

Unix user ID
Specifies the Unix user ID under which Express Server instances that provide this 
service will run. The Unix user ID controls the server’s access to databases and 
other resources, using Unix security. 

Before starting an Express Server instance, mdbrpcd first checks the user ID 
provided by the client application (with User Name and Password arguments to 
SnStartServer). If none is provided, mdbrpcd uses the user ID provided in the 
configuration file. If there is no user ID in the configuration file either, mdbrpcd 
uses the user ID specified with the -u option. If no user ID is provided by the client, 
in the configuration file, or with the -u option, mdbrpcd refuses to start the Express 
Server instance.

command
The command with which the Express Server instance will be started. This should 
be a full path specification to a shell script. The shell script must, at a minimum, set 
the EXPRESS_DATABASE environment variable to specify the path which Express 
Server should use to find databases, and then invoke the Express Server executable. 
The shell script that is generated when Express Server is installed is suitable. The 
Express Server RPC Daemon does not execute commands in the user’s .profile 
(Bourne shell) or .cshrc (C shell). However, it does set the USER and HOME 
environment variables. You must set any other environment variables that your 
application needs, and specify any default directories needed by your application in 
your shell script.
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arguments
The remaining fields are optional arguments to the command shell script. These 
arguments may be passed on to Express Server. They may specify databases to be 
opened or command files to be read upon startup. 

See the Oracle Express Language Reference Manual for version 5 of Express Server for 
information about startup arguments for Express Server 5.

DCE Only: Security and mdbrpcd

mdbrpcd identity
mdbrpcd always runs with its own DCE principal identity. The daemon obtains a 
DCE password, or key, by locating its principal identity in the DCE Key Table. The 
daemon uses this key to log in to DCE.

The Key Table is contained in a file on each DCE host. By default, the Key Table has 
Unix permissions that prohibit access by anyone except root. Therefore, to run 
mdbrpcd, you must generally be root.

The daemon uses its principal identity in the following ways:

1. When running as a daemon, it uses authenticated RPC to ensure that a client 
requesting to stop or restart the daemon is logged in as the same DCE principal 
that started the daemon.

2. It accesses the CDS and other DCE resources that require a principal identity for 
authorization.

Unix Security and mdbrpcd
Before starting an Express Server instance, mdbrpcd changes the user ID of the 
process in which the server will run to a user ID that it obtains from one of three 
possible sources. It checks these sources in the order described below:

1. First mdbrpcd checks the user ID provided by the client with User Name and 
Password arguments to the SnStartServer function.

2. If no user ID is provided by the client, or if mdbrpcd is running with the -i 
option causing it to ignore user IDs from clients, mdbrpcd uses the user ID 
specified in its configuration file.

3. If there is no user ID in its configuration file, mdbrpcd uses the user ID 
specified with the mdbrpcd command-line option -u.
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4. If mdbrpcd is going to start Express Server under the user ID provided by the 
client, it validates the password before proceeding. If the validation fails, or if 
no user ID can be obtained for the binding, mdbrpcd refuses to start the 
Express Server instance and SnStartServer returns SNAPI_BAD_AUTH.

This security scheme allows you to control access to Express database files and 
other Unix resources using Unix security. To ensure that it can change the process 
user ID, the RPC daemon must run as root.

Access to the mdbrpcd configuration file is also controlled by Unix security. You 
can use a DCE utility to generate a random password for the mdbrpcd principal, 
preventing anyone from logging in as that principal, and thereby preventing 
anyone who cannot retrieve the random key from the Key Table (generally anyone 
except root) from stopping or restarting the daemon.

DCE Only: A Sample Configuration

Configuration methods in DCE
The Distributed Computing Environment offers many ways of configuring a cell 
and the servers in it, and it provides many ways in which clients can use the Cell 
Directory Service to locate severs. A thorough discussion of all the ways to 
configure your DCE cell for Express services is beyond the scope of this manual. 
Instead, this section describes an example server configuration and shows one way 
to configure DCE to support it. 

See the OSF/DCE Administration Guide for detailed information about configuration 
alternatives and approaches.

Sample configuration with three services
The example server configuration involves three Express services running on two 
Unix machines with host names thor and odin. 

The first two services are offered on both hosts. They are a basic dedicated Express 
service without any attached databases, and a dedicated Express service with the 
demo database attached at startup. These services are used only by clients on 
fully-configured DCE hosts that can locate the servers using the Cell Directory 
Service. The two hosts act as backup servers for each other, but the servers are 
configured to balance the load between them when both are running. 

A third service is shared among clients and offers the coffee database. It is currently 
located on only one of the machines. Because the Coffee service is used 
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cooperatively by Microsoft RPC clients that cannot access the CDS, as well as by 
clients on fully-configured DCE hosts, it uses a well-known object UUID for the 
server. This allows clients to access the service without using the CDS by 
constructing a string binding that specifies the host name on which the mdbrpcd 
daemon is running and the object UUID.

Root permission required
The steps required to set up the sample configuration include the execution of 
several DCE utility programs. The DCE equivalent of root permission is required to 
accomplish many of the steps.

Step 1: Log into DCE
To begin, log in to DCE at any Unix host in the cell, using the cell administrator’s 
account.

%  dce_login cell_admin
Password:  brynhild

Step 2: Run the DCE control program
An mdbrpcd daemon will run on each host with its own principal identity. Run the 
DCE registry control program rgy_edit to create the principals and accounts. 

%  rgy_edit

First create the principal names.

rgy_edit>  domain principal
rgy_edit>  add hosts/thor/mdbrpcd
rgy_edit>  add hosts/odin/mdbrpcd

Next, create the accounts for the daemon principals. Specify “none” for the group 
(-g) and organization (-o) options. To specify a password (-pw), you must verify 
the cell administrator’s account password (-mp). The passwords you use are 
unimportant, because they will soon be replaced with random passwords generated 
by DCE.

rgy_edit>  domain account
rgy_edit>  add hosts/thor/mdbrpcd -g none -o none -pw mdb \
          > -mp brynhild
rgy_edit>  add hosts/odin/mdbrpcd -g none -o none -pw mdb \
          > -mp brynhild
rgy_edit>  exit
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%

Next, update the Key Tables from which the daemons will retrieve their passwords. 
You must do this on each host. You must be logged in as root to have write 
permission for the Key Table. 

Create the Key Table entries in two steps. First create an initial entry, re-entering the 
principal password in the central registry. Then, replace the entry, generating a 
random key (-a) and storing the new key in the registry as well as the local key 
table (-r).

%  rlogin thor -l root
Password:  hjordis
thor%  rgy_edit
rgy_edit>  ktadd -p hosts/thor/mdbrpcd -pw mdb
rgy_edit>  ktadd -p hosts/thor/mdbrpcd -a -r
rgy_edit>  exit
thor%  exit
%
%  rlogin odin -l root
Password:  grimhild
odin%  rgy_edit
rgy_edit>  ktadd -p hosts/odin/mdbrpcd -pw mdb
rgy_edit>  ktadd -p hosts/odin/mdbrpcd -a -r
rgy_edit>  exit
thor%  exit
%

Step 3: Run the DCE Cell Directory Service control program
Now create the CDS directories beneath which DCE will create entries for the 
servers. Run the DCE Cell Directory Service control program cdscp to do this.

% cdscp
cdscp> create directory /.:/mdb
cdscp> create directory /.:/mdb/thor
cdscp> create directory /.:/mdb/odin
cdscp> exit
%

Step 4: Run the DCE Access Control List control program
Change the access control lists for the CDS directories to allow the mdbrpcd 
principals to export server entries beneath them by granting read (r) and insert  (i) 
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permission. To do this, run the DCE Access Control List control program 
acl_edit.

% acl_edit /.:/mdb/thor
acl_edit> add user:hosts/thor/mdbrpcd:ri
acl_edit> exit

% acl_edit /.:/mdb/odin
acl_edit> add user:hosts/odin/mdbrpcd:ri
acl_edit> exit
%

Step 5: Create the mdbrpcd configuration files
This step is not really part of the DCE configuration, but it simplifies the remaining 
DCE steps to configure and start the daemons at this point. On each host, create the 
“mdbrpcd” configuration file, and then start the daemon. Below are some points to 
keep in mind:

■ The entry names specify the CDS directories that you created in a previous step. 
DCE creates the entry the first time the daemon exports a binding for it.

■ The well-known object UUID for the Coffee service allows clients to bypass the 
CDS and locate the daemon by providing the name of the host and the 
well-known object UUID.

■ All services are flagged as dedicated except the Coffee service, which is allowed 
to default to shared.

■ The servers for the Express and demo services run under the Unix user ID 
sigurd, but the server for the coffee service runs under the specialized Unix 
user ID gunnar to allow it access to the coffee database using Unix security.

■ Use the uuidgen utility to generate a Unix user ID.

In the examples that follow, the UUID for the coffee service is abbreviated for 
clarity, and some lines wrap to the next line in order to fit them on the page.

%  rlogin thor -l root
Password:  hjordis
thor% cat >  /etc/mdbrpcd.conf
# Example mdbrpcd configuration file on thor
# Entry                 UUID  share?    UserID path
/.:/mdb/thor/mdb        -     dedicated sigurd /opt/mdb50/mdb.sh
/.:/mdb/thor/mdb_demo   -     dedicated sigurd 
    /opt/mdb50/mdb.sh demo
/.:/mdb/thor/mdb_coffee 00803 shared    grani  
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    /opt/mdb50/coffee.sh coffee
d̂ 
thor%  mdbrpcd

 [14629 20May1994:12:21:37] mdbrpcd: starting daemon -  
                            see log file - 
                           /tmp/mdbrpcd.log
thor%  exit
%
%  rlogin odin -l root
Password:  grimhild
odin%  cat > /etc/mdbrpcd.conf
# Example mdbrpcd configuration file on odin
# Entry                UUID share?  UserID  path
/.:/mdb/odin/mdb       -    shared  sigurd /opt/mdb45a/mdb.sh
/.:/mdb/odin/mdb_demo  -    shared  sigurd 
    /opt/mdb45a/mdb.sh demo
d̂
odin% mdbrpcd

[2731 20May1994:12:22:54] mdbrpcd: starting daemon - 
                          see log file
                          /tmp/mdbrpcd.log
odin% exit
%

Step 6: Run the DCE RPC control program
Now that DCE has created entries for the mdbrpcd daemon service bindings, you 
can create the groups that allow clients to locate a random server that offers a 
particular service. The random selection of a service from the group balances the 
load across the two servers. Use the DCE Remote Procedure Call Control Program 
rpccp to update the Endpoint Map.

%  rpccp
rpccp>  add entry /.:/mdb/mdb
rpccp>  add member /.:/mdb/mdb -m /.:/mdb/thor/mdb
rpccp>  add member /.:/mdb/mdb -m /.:/mdb/odin/mdb
rpccp>  add entry /.:/mdb/mdb_demo
rpccp>  add member /.:/mdb/mdb_demo -m /.:/mdb/thor/mdb
rpccp>  add member /.:/mdb/mdb_demo -m /.:/mdb/odin/mdb
rpccp>  add entry /.:/mdb/mdb_coffee
rpccp>  add member /.:/mdb/mdb_coffee -m /.:/mdb/thor/coffee
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Clients will search for servers using the location-independent names shown below. 
Clients will be randomly assigned to servers on thor and odin.

/.:/mdb/mdb

/.:/mdb/mdb_demo

/.:/mdb/mdb_coffee

DCE Only: Registry Cleanup

Removing stale bindings
If the host on which mdbrpcd is running crashes, the bindings that mdbrpcd has 
exported to the CDS and the host’s Endpoint Map remain in those databases. When 
restarted, mdbrpcd normally uses its bindings file to unexport any stale bindings 
from the CDS and Endpoint Map. In the unlikely event that the bindings file should 
be inadvertently deleted or corrupted, the stale bindings can cause the following 
serious problems. 

■ SNAPI clients may try to use the stale CDS bindings to start Express servers. 
Because there is no longer an mdbrpcd daemon servicing these bindings, these 
startup attempts will fail. 

■ When you attempt to restart the daemon, it will interpret the stale control 
interface endpoint bindings to mean that an mdbrpcd daemon is already 
running, and it will refuse to start.

If there is a problem with the bindings file after a system failure, you must run the 
DCE utility rpccp to remove any stale bindings from the CDS and Endpoint Map.

To remove the stale bindings from the CDS and Endpoint Map perform the two 
steps describe in the rest of this topic.

Step 1: Remove object bindings from the CDS
If an object UUID is not included in the entry for this service in the mdbrpcd 
configuration file,  use the show server command in rpccp to find the object 
UUID. To remove the CDS object binding, use the unexport command with the -o 
option and specify the object UUID. You can do this from any DCE host.

% rpccp
rpccp>  show server /.:/mdb/thor/mdb
        objects:
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          002efd38-e39a-1ddc-bf97-10005aa8f225
        binding information:
          <interface id>   007fceb6-ff08-1d4f-929c-\
          > 02608c2cf863,1.0
rpccp> unexport -o 002efd38-e39a-1ddc-bf97-\
        > 10005aa8f225 /.:/mdb/thor/mdb
>>> bindings unexported
rpccp>

Step 2: Remove object bindings from the Endpoint Map
Use rpccp to delete the stale mdbrpcd control interface bindings from the 
Endpoint Maps. This must be done on each host. 

To remove the bindings, you must know the mdbrpcd control interface UUID and 
the endpoints of the exported bindings. The interface UUID is always the same, and 
it appears in the example that follows. The endpoints can be found with rpccp. 
Once the endpoints are known, you can use rpccp again to delete them.

%  rpccp
rpccp>  show mapping -i
        <object>          nil
        <interface ID>    004adea4-2373-lda9-8e01-\
                          > 10005aa8f225,1.0
        <string binding>  ncacn_ip_tcp:\
                          > 123.456.78.9[1234]
        <annotation>      mdbrpcd control interface
        <object>          nil
        <interface ID>    004adea4-2373-lda9-8e01-\
                          > 10005aa8f225,1.0
        <string binding>  ncadg_ip_udp:\
                          > 123.456.78.9[4321]
        <annotation>      mdbrpc control interface
rpccp>  remove mapping \
     > -i 004adea4-2373-lda9-8e01-10005aa8f225,1.0 \
     > -b ncacn_ip_tcp:123.456.78.9[1234] \
     > -b ncadg_ip_udp:123.456.78.9[4321]
** all matching mappings removed **
rpccp>  exit
%
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